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Order 3 Elements in G2 and Idempotents in
Symmetric Composition Algebras
Alberto Elduque
Abstract. Order three elements in the exceptional groups of typeG2 are classiûed up to conjugation
over arbitrary ûelds. _eir centralizers are computed, and the associated classiûcation of idempo-
tents in symmetric composition algebras is obtained. Idempotents have played a key role in the
study and classiûcation of these algebras.
Over an algebraically closed ûeld, there are two conjugacy classes of order three elements in G2
in characteristic not 3 and four of them in characteristic 3. _e centralizers in characteristic 3 fail to
be smooth for one of these classes.
1 Introduction
Symmetric composition algebras constitute an important class of algebras strongly re-
lated to the triality phenomenon (see [KMRT98, ChapterVIII]). _ey were classiûed
in [EM91, EM93] over ûelds of characteristic not 3 and in [Eld97] in characteristic 3.
Idempotents in these algebras have proved to be a key tool in this classiûcation, and
these idempotents, in dimension 8, are related to order 3 automorphisms of Cayley
algebras, that is, to order 3 rational elements in simple linear algebraic groups of type
G2: the groups of automorphisms of Cayley algebras.
_e goal of this paper is to classify, up to conjugation, the order 3 elements in the
groups of automorphisms of Cayley algebras over arbitrary ûelds, and to deduce from
here a complete description of the idempotents in symmetric composition algebras.
Over an algebraically closed ûeld of characteristic not 3, it is easy to check that, up
to conjugation, there are two diòerent order 3 elements, which correspond to the two
nonisomorphic eight-dimensional symmetric composition algebras: the para-Cayley
algebra and the Okubo algebra. Over arbitrary ûelds of characteristic not 3, there are
still two types of order 3 elements in the group of automorphisms of a Cayley algebra
(_eorem 5.1).
_e situation ismore interesting in characteristic 3,where the existence of a unique
“quaternionic idempotent” in the split Okubo algebra was of crucial importance in
the determination of the aõne group scheme of automorphisms of this algebra in
[CEKT13], and explainswhy the group of automorphisms is a subgroup of the excep-
tional algebraic group of typeG2. In characteristic 3, once a torus is ûxed on the linear
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algebraic group of type G2 over an algebraically closed ûeld, for any root α relative to
this torus and any nonzero scalar t, the element “exp(txα)” has order 3. It turns out
that there are four diòerent types of order 3 elements in the automorphism group of
a split Cayley algebra over an arbitrary ûeld of characteristic 3 (_eorem 6.3).
In Section 2, the basic deûnitions and results on both unital composition algebras
and on symmetric composition algebraswill be recalled. _e construction of the split
Cayley algebra as the algebra of Zorn matrices will be reviewed. In Section 3, a spe-
ciûc Chevalley basis of the Lie algebra of type G2 will be given, and some noteworthy
subgroups of automorphisms will be considered.
Section 4 will highlight some speciûc order 3 automorphisms of Cayley algebras
related to para-Cayley algebras. Idempotents in para-Cayley algebras and in symmet-
ric composition algebras of dimension /= 8 will also be described in this section.
Section 5 is devoted to describing the conjugacy classes of order 3 elements in the
group of automorphisms of a Cayley algebra over a ûeld of characteristic not 3, to-
gether with their centralizers, and this is used to describe the idempotents in eight-
dimensional symmetric composition algebras over these ûelds. _e split Okubo al-
gebra is characterized as the only Okubo algebra with isotropic norm and idempo-
tents (_eorem 5.9). _e number of conjugacy classes of idempotents depends on the
ground ûeld.
_e remaining sectionswill dealwith themuchmore diõcult case of ûelds of char-
acteristic 3. Section 6 will classify the conjugacy classes of order 3 automorphisms of
Cayley algebras. _ere are four diòerent types of such automorphisms. Section 7 will
be devoted to computing their centralizers. Some of them are not smooth. Finally,
Section 8 deals with idempotents of Okubo algebras over ûelds of characteristic 3.
In the split case, there is a unique quaternionic idempotent, some conjugacy classes
of quadratic idempotents, the number of which depends on the ground ûeld, and
a unique conjugacy class of singular idempotents (_eorem 8.5). Over non-perfect
ûelds of characteristic 3, there are non- split Okubo algebras with idempotents, and
all these idempotents are quadratic.
_roughout the paper, the functorial approach to algebraic groups (i.e., algebraic
aõne group schemes) will be followed (see, e.g., [KMRT98, Chapter VI]). _us, an
algebraic group is a representable functor from the category of unital, commutative,
associative F-algebras AlgF to the category of groups, so that the (Hopf) algebra that
represents it is ûnitely generated (as an algebra).
Any linear algebraic groupG deûned over a ûeld F in the classical sense (as in, e.g.,
[Spr09]) deûnes a smooth algebraic group that will also be denoted by G. For a ûnite
dimensional algebra (A, ⋅ ) over F, Aut(A, ⋅ ) will denote its automorphism group.
_is is the group of rational points of the algebraic group Aut(A, ⋅ ): Aut(A, ⋅ ) =
Aut(A, ⋅ )(F). _e Lie algebra ofAut(A, ⋅ ) is the Lie algebra of derivations, denoted
Der(A, ⋅ ).
Note that, in general, Aut(A, ⋅ ) may fail to be smooth. _is is what happens for
the Okubo algebras over ûelds of characteristic 3 ([CEKT13, §10,11]).
2 Composition Algebras
Deûnition 2.1 A composition algebra over a ûeld F is a triple (C, ∗, n) such that
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● (C, ∗) is a nonassociative (i.e., not necessarily associative) algebra;● n∶C→ F is a nonsingular multiplicative (i.e., n(x ∗ y) = n(x)n(y) for any x , y ∈ C)
quadratic form.
_e unital composition algebras are termed Hurwitz algebras.
_e quadratic form being nonsingular means that either {x ∈ C ∶ n(x ,C) = 0}
is trivial, or it is a nonisotropic one-dimensional subspace. Here, we will denote the
polar form: n(x , y) ∶= n(x + y) − n(x) − n(y), by the same symbol n.
_e reader is referred to [KMRT98, Chapter VIII] or to [ZSSS82, Chapter 2] for
the basic facts about composition algebras.
If themultiplication and the norm are clear from the context, we will simply refer
to the algebra C.
Hurwitz algebras form a well-known class of composition algebras. Any element
of aHurwitz algebra (C, ⋅ , n) satisûes the Cayley-Hamilton equation:
x ⋅2 − n(x , 1)x + n(x)1 = 0.
In addition, (C, ⋅ , n) is endowedwith an involution: the standard conjugation, deûned
by
x ∶= n(x , 1)1 − x ,
which satisûes
x = x , x ⋅ y = y ⋅ x , x + x = n(x , 1)1, x ⋅ x = x ⋅ x = n(x)1,
for any x , y ∈ C.
_e dimension of any Hurwitz algebra is ûnite and restricted to 1, 2, 4, or 8, and
anyHurwitz algebra is either the ground ûeld, a quadratic étale algebra, a quaternion
algebra, or a Cayley (or octonion) algebra (see [KMRT98, (33.17)]).
Example 2.2 _e Zorn matrix algebra is the composition algebra (C, ⋅ , n) where
C = {(α uv β) ∶ α, β ∈ F, u, v ∈ F3} ,
with
(α uv β) ⋅ (α′ u′v′ β′) = ( αα′ + (u ∣ v′) αu′ + β′u − v × v′α′v + βv′ + u × u′ ββ′ + (v ∣ u′) ) ,
n((α uv β)) = αβ − (u ∣ v),
where, for u = (µ1 , µ2 , µ3) and v = (ν1 , ν2 , ν3) ∈ F3, (u ∣ v) denotes the usual scalar
product: (u ∣ v) = ∑3i=1 µ iν i , and u × v the usual vector product:
u × v = (µ2ν3 − µ3ν2 , µ3ν1 − µ1ν3 , µ1ν2 − µ2ν1).
Let {a1 , a2 , a3} be the standard basis of F3. _e elements
e1 = (1 00 0) , e2 = (0 00 1) , u i = (0 −a i0 0 ) , v i = ( 0 0a i 0) , i = 1, 2, 3,
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form a hyperbolic basis called the canonical basis of the Zorn algebra (C , ⋅ , n). _e
multiplication table in this basis is given in Table 1.
e1 e2 u1 u2 u3 v1 v2 v3
e1 e1 0 u1 u2 u3 0 0 0
e2 0 e2 0 0 0 v1 v2 v3
u1 0 u1 0 v3 −v2 −e1 0 0
u2 0 u2 −v3 0 v1 0 −e1 0
u3 0 u3 v2 −v1 0 0 0 −e1
v1 v1 0 −e2 0 0 0 u3 −u2
v2 v2 0 0 −e2 0 −u3 0 u1
v3 v3 0 0 0 −e2 u2 −u1 0
Table 1: Multiplication table in a canonical basis of the Zorn matrix algebra.
Remark 2.3 Given the Zorn matrix algebra and its Peirce decomposition
(2.1) C = Fe1 ⊕ Fe2 ⊕U⊕V,
where U = span{u1 , u2 , u3} = e1 ⋅ C ⋅ e2, and V = span{v1 , v2 , v3} = e2 ⋅ C ⋅ e1, the
trilinear mapU×U×U→ F, (x , y, z)↦ n(x , y ⋅z), is alternating and nonzero. _en,
given any basis {ũ1 , ũ2 , ũ3} of U with n(ũ1 , ũ2 ⋅ ũ3) = 1, its dual basis relative to n in
V is {ṽ1 = ũ2 ⋅ ũ3 , ṽ2 = ũ3 ⋅ ũ1 , ṽ3 = ũ1 ⋅ ũ2}, and {e1 , e2 , ũ1 , ũ2 , ũ3 , ṽ1 , ṽ2 , ṽ3} is another
canonical basis; that is, it has the samemultiplication table.
_e subalgebra Fe1 ⊕Fe2 is isomorphic to the algebra F×F; the subalgebra Fe1 ⊕
Fe2 ⊕ Fu1 ⊕ Fv1 is isomorphic to the algebra M2(F) of two by two matrices. _e
algebras F × F, M2(F), and Zorn matrix algebra exhaust, up to isomorphism, the
Hurwitz algebraswith isotropic norm. Togetherwith the ground ûeld, these are called
the split Hurwitz algebras.
We will make use several times of the following helpful result. _roughout the
paper, an idempotent of an algebra (A, ∗) is anonzero element e ∈ A such that e∗e = e.
Lemma 2.4 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be the Zorn matrix algebra over a ûeld F.● Any idempotent of (C, ⋅ , n), diòerent from the unity 1, is conjugate to e1. (_at is,
there is an automorphism φ ∈ Aut(C, ⋅ , n) such that φ(e) = e1.)● Any nonzero element x ∈ C with x ⋅2 = 0 is conjugate to u1.
Proof _e elements e and 1 − e are orthogonal idempotents, so there is an isomor-
phism φ ∶ Fe1⊕Fe2 → F1⊕Fe such that φ(e1) = e. Bymeans of the Cayley–Dickson
doubling process (as, for instance, in [SV00, Corollary 1.7.3] or [EK13, proof of Corol-
lary 4.7]), φ can be extended to an automorphism of (C, ⋅ , n).
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Now, if x ⋅2 = 0, let y ∈ C with n(x , y) = −1 and n(1, y) = 0. Changing y
to y − 1n(y)x, we can assume that n(y) = 0 as well. _en x = −x, y = −y, and
1 = −n(x , y)1 = x ⋅ y + y ⋅ x. It follows that f = x ⋅ y and 1 − f = y ⋅ x are or-
thogonal idempotents. _e assignment e1 ↦ f , e2 ↦ 1 − f , u1 ↦ x, v1 ↦ y, gives an
isomorphism Fe1 ⊕ Fe2 ⊕ Fu1 ⊕ Fv1(≅ M2(F)) onto the subalgebra generated by x
and y that extends to an automorphism of (C, ⋅ , n).
Deûnition 2.5 A composition algebra (S, ∗, n) is said to be symmetric if the polar
form of the norm is associative
n(x ∗ y, z) = n(x , y ∗ z)
for any x , y, z ∈ S. _is is equivalent to the condition
(2.2) (x ∗ y) ∗ x = n(x)y = x ∗ (y ∗ x)
for any x , y ∈ C.
If e is an idempotent of a symmetric composition algebra (S, ∗, n), then themap
(2.3) τ∶ x z→ e ∗ (e ∗ x) = n(e , x)e − x ∗ e
is an automorphism of (S, ∗, n) such that τ3 = id (see [EP96, _eorem 2.5]). More-
over, the newmultiplication on S given by
(2.4) x ⋅ y = (e ∗ x) ∗ (y ∗ e)
makes (S, ⋅ , n) a Hurwitz algebra with unity e, and the original multiplication is re-
covered as
(2.5) x ∗ y = τ(x) ⋅ τ2(y),
for any x , y ∈ S. Moreover, τ is also an automorphism of (S, ⋅ , n).
Proposition 2.6 Let e be an idempotent of a symmetric composition algebra (S, ∗, n),
let τ be the automorphism deûned in (2.3), and let (S, ⋅ , n) be theHurwitz algebrawith
multiplication given in (2.4).
(i) _e subalgebra of ûxed points by τ:
Fix(τ) ∶= {x ∈ S ∶ τ(x) = x}
coincides with the centralizer of e:
Cent(S,∗,n)(e) ∶= {x ∈ S ∶ e ∗ x = x ∗ e}.
(ii) _e centralizer in the group scheme of automorphisms of (S, ⋅ , n) of τ coincides
with the stabilizer of e in the group scheme of automorphisms of (S, ∗, n):
CentAut(S, ⋅ ,n)(τ) = StabAut(S,∗,n)(e).
Proof For x ∈ S, τ(x) = x if and only if e∗(e∗x) = x, if and only if (e∗(e∗x))∗e =
x ∗ e, if and only if (because of (2.2)) e ∗ x = x ∗ e. _is proves the ûrst part.
If φ ∈ Aut(S, ∗, n) ûxes e: φ(e) = e, then clearly φ is an element of Aut(S, ∗, n)
that commutes with τ. Conversely, if φ ∈ Aut(S, ⋅ , n) and φ ○ τ = τ ○ φ, then by (2.5),
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φ ∈ Aut(S, ∗, n), and φ(e) = e, because e is the unity of (S, ⋅ , n). Besides, all of this
is functorial, so it is valid at the level of group schemes.
Deûnition 2.7 Given a Hurwitz algebra (C, ⋅ , n) over a ûeld F and an automor-
phism τ ∈ Aut(C, ⋅ , n) with τ3 = id, the new algebra deûned on C by means of (2.5),
and with the same norm, is called a Petersson algebra and is denoted by Cτ .
_is multiplication appeared for the ûrst time in [Pet69]. Any Petersson algebra
is a symmetric composition algebra. If τ is the identity automorphism: τ = id, the
Petersson algebra Cid is called the para-Hurwitz algebra associated with the Hurwitz
algebra (C, ⋅ , n). We will talk about para-quadratic algebras in dimension 2, para-
quaternion algebras in dimension 4, and para-Cayley (or para-octonion) algebras in
dimension 8. Usually themultiplication in a para-Hurwitz algebrawill be denoted by●: x ● y = x ⋅ y.
Let (S, ∗, n) be a composition algebra over F. A para-unit of (S, ∗, n) is an idem-
potent e such that e ∗ x = x ∗ e = n(e , x)e − x, for all x ∈ S. In this case, the automor-
phism τ in (2.3) is the identity, and hence (2.5) shows that (S, ∗, n) is a para-Hurwitz
algebra.
_e unity 1 of a Hurwitz algebra (C, ⋅ , n) becomes an idempotent of the para-
Hurwitz algebra Cid that satisûes 1 ● x = x ● 1 = x (= n(x , 1)1 − x); that is, 1 is a
para-unit. Any para-unit lies in the commutative center
K(C, ●) ∶= {x ∈ C ∶ x ● y = y ● x ∀y ∈ C},
which is the whole C if dimF C = 1 or 2, and equals F1 otherwise. Hence, there is
a unique para-unit if the dimension is 4 or 8. In particular, this implies that the
group scheme of automorphismsAut(C, ⋅ , n) andAut(C, ●, n) coincide and that any
form of a para-Hurwitz algebra (i.e., any algebra that becomes isomorphic to a para-
Hurwitz algebra aer an extension of scalars) is itself para-Hurwitz (if the dimension
is 4 or 8).
_ere is a natural order 3 automorphism of the Zorn matrix algebra:
(2.6) τst (( α (µ1 , µ2 , µ3)(ν1 , ν2 , ν3) β )) = ( α (µ3 , µ1 , µ2)(ν3 , ν1 , ν2) β ) .
Deûnition 2.8 ([EP96]) Let (C, ⋅ , n) be the Zorn matrix algebra, and let τst be its
order 3 automorphism in (2.6). _e Petersson algebra Cτst is called the split Okubo
algebra.
_e forms of the split Okubo algebra are called Okubo algebras.
_is is not the original deûnition of these algebras given by Okubo in [Oku78].
_eorem 2.9 ([OO81a,OO81b,EP96]) Any symmetric composition algebra is either
a form of a para-Hurwitz algebra (hence a para-Hurwitz algebra if the dimension is/= 2), or an Okubo algebra.
_e proof in [EP96] works as follows. Let (S, ∗, n) be a symmetric composition
algebra. _en either it contains an idempotent or it contains an idempotent aer a
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cubic ûeld extension of degree 3 ([KMRT98, (34.10)]). Assuming the existence of an
idempotent, the arguments above show that the symmetric composition algebra is
a Petersson algebra. _en in [EP96], assuming the ûeld is algebraically closed, it is
shown how to ûnd an idempotent such that either the automorphism τ in (2.3) is the
identity (i.e., e is a para-unit) or the dimension is 8 and τ is, up to conjugation, the
automorphism τst in (2.6).
3 Zorn Matrix Algebra and Automorphisms
Let us consider the Zorn matrix algebra (C, ⋅ , n), as deûned in Example 2.2. _e
stabilizer in Aut(C, ⋅ , n) of the orthogonal idempotents e1 and e2:
(3.1) {φ ∈ Aut(C, ⋅ , n) ∶ φ(e i) = e i , i = 1, 2}
is isomorphic to the special linear group SL(U) ≃ SL3 (see [Jac58] for the rational
points, but the arguments are valid in general), where U is the Peirce component in
(2.1), with the action of f ∈ SL(U) given by
f ⋅ (α uv β) = ( α f (u)( f t)−1(v) β ) ,
where f t ∈ SL(V) is the adjoint of f relative to the scalar product ( ⋅ ∣ ⋅ ). _e torus
T consisting of the diagonal matrices in SL(U), relative to the basis {u1 , u2 , u3} in
Table 1, is a split maximal torus of Aut(C, ⋅ , n).
In the same vein, {d ∈ Der(C, ⋅ , n) ∶ d(e i) = 0, i = 1, 2} is a Lie subalgebra of
Der(C, ⋅ , n) isomorphic to sl(U) ≃ sl3(F), and its diagonal subalgebra is a Cartan
subalgebra of Der(C, ⋅ , n).
_e weights of the action of T on C are {0,±ε i ∶ 1 ≤ i ≤ 3} (additive nota-
tion), where for f ∈ T, f = diag(α1 , α2 , α3) (with α1α2α3 = 1), ε i( f ) = α i . Hence,
ε1 + ε2 + ε3 = 0.
_e root system inDer(C, ⋅ , n) isΦ = {±ε i , ε i−ε j ∶ 1 ≤ i /= j ≤ 3} (the root system
of type G2):
ε1
ε2
ε3
ε2 − ε1
_en ∆ = {ε1 , ε2 − ε1} is a set of simple roots. _e associated set of positive roots is
Φ+ = {ε1 , ε2 ,−ε3 , ε2 − ε1 , ε2 − ε3 , ε1 − ε3}. With F = C (the ûeld of complex numbers),
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a concrete Chevalley basis is computed in [EK13, 4.4]:
xε i−ε j = [Lu i , Rv j] = E i j ∈ sl3(F) ⊆ Der(C, ⋅ , n), 1 ≤ i /= j ≤ 3,
xε i = de1 ,u i , x−ε i = −de2 ,v i ,
h1 = 2E11 − E22 − E33 , h2 = E22 − E11 ,
where E i j denotes the 3 × 3 matrix with 1 in the (i , j)-position and 0’s elsewhere, Lx
(resp. Rx ) denotes the le (resp. right) multiplication by x, and dx ,y = [Lx , Ly] +[Lx , Ry] + [Rx , Ry] = ad[x ,y]⋅ +3[Lx , Ry] (with adx(y) = [x , y]⋅ = x ⋅ y − y ⋅ x for any
x , y ∈ C).
_e Z-span of the canonical basis is an admissible lattice, that is, it is invariant
under the action of xnα/n! for each root α. Actually, for each long root α = ε i − ε j ,
x2α = 0, and for each short root α = ε i (resp. −ε i), x3α = 0, and x2α takes v i to 2u i
(resp. u i to 2v i), and kills all the other elements in the canonical basis. Hence, for
an indeterminate T , exp(Txα) is an automorphism of (CZ[T] , ⋅ , n), where CZ is the
Z-span of the canonical basis, and CZ[T] = CZ ⊗Z Z[T]. As usual, specializing T to
elements in an arbitrary algebra R ∈ AlgF, it makes sense to consider the induced
automorphisms, denoted by exp(txα), t ∈ R, thus obtaining group homomorphisms
Ga → Aut(C, ⋅ , n) for each root α, where Ga denotes the additive group (Ga(R)
is the additive group of R for any R ∈ AlgF). Recall [Spr09, Lemma 7.3.3] that for
each connected, reductive, algebraic group G with a maximal split torus T, and for
each root α relative to this torus, there is an essentially unique homomorphism of
algebraic groups uα ∶Ga → G, satisfying some natural restrictions. Here, uα is the
map t ↦ exp(txα) above. If Uα denotes the image of uα , then G is generated by T
and theUα ’s (see [Spr09, 8.1.1]). Actually, over an algebraically closed ûeld, the group
of rational points of the Uα ’s generate the group of rational points of G as an abstract
group.
If the characteristic of F is 3, all these automorphisms exp(txα) (for t ≠ 0) have
order 3 and will play an important role in _eorem 6.3.
Let B be the standard Borel subgroup associated with our set ∆ of simple roots.
_en B has dimension 8 and is generated by T and the Uα ’s, with α ∈ Φ+, and its
unipotent radicalU is generated by theUα ’s (α ∈ Φ+). Also, for any simple root γ ∈ ∆,
we will use the corresponding parabolic subgroup P{γ}. Recall (see [Spr09, §8.4])
that P{γ} is the semidirect product of the Levi subgroup L{γ}, generated by T and
U±γ , and its unipotent radical Ru(P{γ}), generated by the Uα ’s, with α ∈ Φ+ ∖ {γ}.
_e derived subgroup [P{γ} ,P{γ}] = [L{γ} , L{γ}] ⋉ Ru(P{γ}) is eight-dimensional,
with [L{γ} , L{γ}] being isomorphic to SL2 (see Remark 5.6).
4 Para–Cayley Algebras as Petersson Algebras
_e order 3 automorphisms of a Cayley algebra whose associated Petersson algebra
is para-Cayley are of a very speciûc nature. _ese automorphisms were known to
Okubo.1
1Private communication (June 2013)
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Lemma 4.1 Letw be an element of a Cayley algebra (C, ⋅ , n) such thatw⋅3 = 1. _en
themap x ↦ w ⋅ x ⋅w⋅2 is an automorphism of (C, ⋅ , n). It is the identity if w ∈ F1, and
its order is 3 otherwise.
Proof For any x , y ∈ C,(w ⋅ x ⋅w⋅2) ⋅ (w ⋅ y ⋅w⋅2)= w ⋅ ((x ⋅w⋅2) ⋅ (w ⋅ y ⋅w)) ⋅w (MiddleMoufang Identity)= w ⋅ ((((x ⋅w⋅2) ⋅w) ⋅ y) ⋅w) ⋅w (Right Moufang Identity)= w ⋅ ((x ⋅ y) ⋅w) ⋅w = w ⋅ (x ⋅ y) ⋅w⋅2 ,
where theMoufang identities ([Sch95, p. 28]) have been used, together with the fact
that any two elements generate an associative subalgebra. _is also shows that the
order of this automorphism is 1 if w ∈ F1 and 3 otherwise.
_eorem 4.2 Let τ be an order 3 automorphism of a Cayley algebra (C, ⋅ , n). _en
the Petersson algebra Cτ is para-Cayley if and only if there is an elementw ∈ C∖F1with
w⋅2 +w + 1 = 0 such that τ(x) = w ⋅ x ⋅w⋅2 for any x ∈ C.
In this case, the element w is the para-unit of Cτ .
Proof Let Cτ = (C, ∗, n), where x ∗ y = τ(x) ⋅ τ2(y) for any x , y ∈ C. Assume ûrst
that Cτ is para-Cayley, and let e be its para-unit. Since τ is also an automorphism
of Cτ , τ(e) = e. Also, we have that n(e) = 1 and e /∈ F1 (otherwise, τ would be the
identity).
For any x ∈ C, we have x ∗ e = n(e , x)e − x, (because e is the para-unit), and also
x ∗ e = τ(x) ⋅ τ2(e) = τ(x) ⋅ e. _erefore,
n(e , x)e⋅2 − x ⋅ e = (x ∗ e) ⋅ e = ( τ(x) ⋅ e) ⋅ e = τ(x),
and we get, for any x ∈ C,
τ(x) = n(e , x)e⋅2 − x ⋅ e .
In particular, e = n(e , e)e⋅2 − 1 and, since e⋅2 − n(e , 1)e + n(e)1 = 0 and 1 and e are
linearly independent, we conclude that n(e , 1) = −1 = n(e , e), so e⋅2 + e + 1 = 0 and
τ(x) = n(e , x)e⋅2 − x ⋅ e = (e ⋅ x + x ⋅ e) ⋅ e⋅2 − x ⋅ e = e ⋅ x ⋅ e⋅2 ,
for any x ∈ C.
Conversely, for w ∈ C ∖ F1 with w⋅2 + w + 1 = 0 such that τ(x) = w ⋅ x ⋅ w⋅2, and
with x ∗ y = τ(x) ⋅ τ2(y), one gets
w ∗ x = τ(w) ⋅ τ2(x) = w ⋅w⋅2 ⋅ x ⋅w= w ⋅ x ⋅w = (n(w , x)1 − x ⋅w) ⋅w = n(w , x)w − x ,
and, in the same vein, x ∗ w = n(x ,w)w − x = w ∗ x. _erefore, w is a para-unit of
Cτ , so that Cτ is para-Cayley.
Remark 4.3 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be a Cayley algebra and letw ∈ C∖F1 be an element such
that w⋅2 +w + 1 = 0. Denote by τw the order 3 automorphism x ↦ w ⋅ x ⋅w⋅2.
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● If charF ≠ 3, then the subalgebra generated by w is alg⟨w⟩ = F1 + Fw, which is
isomorphic to the quadratic étale algebra F[X]/(X2 + X + 1). For any element
0 /= x ∈ C orthogonal to alg⟨w⟩,
τw(x) = w ⋅ x ⋅w⋅2 = w ⋅ x ⋅w = x ⋅w⋅2 = x ⋅w .
But n(1 − w) = 3 ≠ 0, so the right multiplication by 1 − w is a bijection, and hence
τw(x) ≠ x. _erefore, the subalgebra Fix(τw) of the elements ûxed by τw coincides
with alg⟨w⟩ = F1 + Fw.
If w̃ is another element in C ∖ F1 with w̃⋅2 + w̃ + 1 = 0, there is an isomorphism
φ ∶ alg⟨w⟩ → alg⟨w̃⟩ with φ(w) = w̃. By means of the Cayley–Dickson doubling
process, this isomorphism φ can be extended to an automorphismof (C, ⋅ , n), also
denoted by φ. _en τw̃ = φ ○ τw ○ φ−1, so that all these order 3 automorphisms are
conjugate.● If charF = 3, then 0 = w⋅2 + w + 1 = (w − 1)⋅2, so the nonzero element u = w − 1
satisûes u⋅2 = 0, and hence (C, ⋅ , n) is the split Cayley algebra, and, by Lemma 2.4,
there is a canonical basis with u = u1, so that w = 1 + u1, w⋅2 = 1 − u1. Once again,
these order 3 automorphisms are all conjugate. Computing in this canonical basis,
one gets:
1 τw−idÐÐÐ→ 0,
v1
τw−idÐÐÐ→ (1 + u1) ⋅ v1 ⋅ (1 − u1) − v1 = −e1 + e2 + u1
τw−idÐÐÐ→ (1 + u1) ⋅ (−e1) ⋅ (1 − u1) + e1 = u1 τw−idÐÐÐ→ 0,
u2
τw−idÐÐÐ→ (1 + u1) ⋅ u2 ⋅ (1 − u1) − u2 = −v3 τw−idÐÐÐ→ 0,
u3
τw−idÐÐÐ→ (1 + u1) ⋅ u3 ⋅ (1 − u1) − u3 = v2 τw−idÐÐÐ→ 0,
_us, the Segre symbol of the nilpotent linear map τw − id is (3, 22 , 1).
Corollary 4.4 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be a Cayley algebra and let (C, ●, n) be the associated
para-Cayley algebra (x ● y = x ⋅ y for any x , y ∈ C). _en{idempotents of (C, ●, n)} = {1} ∪ {w ∈ C ∖ F1 ∶ w⋅2 +w + 1 = 0},
and all the idempotents, with the exception of the para-unit 1, are conjugate under
Aut(C, ⋅ , n) = Aut(C, ●, n). In particular,● if either charF ≠ 3 and (C, ●, n) contains a subalgebra isomorphic to the quadratic
étale algebraK = F[X]/(X2+X+1), or charF = 3 and (C, ⋅ , n) is split, then (C, ●, n)
contains the para-unit and a unique conjugacy class of other idempotents;● otherwise, the only idempotent of (C, ●, n) is its para-unit.
Proof Ifw ∈ C∖F1 satisûesw ●w = w, then n(w) = 1 andw⋅2 = w = n(1,w)1−w. As
w⋅2−n(1,w)w+n(w)1 = 0, it follows that n(1,w) = −1 andw⋅2+w+1 = 0. Conversely,
if w⋅2 +w + 1 = 0 for w ∈ C ∖ F1, then n(1,w) = −1, so w⋅2 = w, and w ●w = w. Now
the arguments in Remark 4.3 apply.
We ûnish this section by looking at the (easier) situation in dimensions 2 and 4
(see also [EP96,_eorem 3.2].)
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Proposition 4.5 Let τ be an order 3 automorphism of a quaternion algebra (Q, ⋅ , n).
_en there exists an elementw ∈ Q∖F1 withw⋅2 +w + 1 = 0 such that τ(x) = w ⋅ x ⋅w⋅2
for any x ∈ Q. All these automorphisms are conjugate.
Proof By the Noether–Skolem _eorem, there is an invertible element a ∈ Q ∖ F1
such that τ(x) = a ⋅ x ⋅ a−1 and a⋅3 = λ1, λ ∈ F×. _en a⋅4 ∈ F×a, sowithw = 1n(a⋅2) a⋅4,
τ(x) = w ⋅ x ⋅ w−1 and n(w) = 1. In addition, w⋅3 = 1n(a)6 a⋅12 = 1λ4 (λ1)⋅4 = 1. _en
w⋅2 = w ⋅ w⋅3 = w, and, as in the proof of Corollary 4.4, we get w⋅2 + w + 1 = 0. _e
conjugation of these automorphisms follows as in Remark 4.3.
Remark 4.6 Under the conditions of Proposition 4.5, and as in _eorem 4.2, the
Petersson algebra Qτ is a para-quaternion algebra with para-unit w. Since the norm
is the same n, Qτ is isomorphic to (Q, ●, n).
Corollary 4.7 Let (Q, ⋅ , n) be a quaternion algebra and let (Q, ●, n) be the associated
para-quaternion algebra. _en
{idempotents of (Q, ●, n)} = {1} ∪ {w ∈ Q ∖ F1 ∶ w⋅2 +w + 1 = 0},
and all the idempotents, with the exception of the para-unit 1, are conjugate under
Aut(Q, ⋅ , n) = Aut(Q, ●, n). In particular,
● if either charF ≠ 3 and (Q, ●, n) contains a subalgebra isomorphic to the quadratic
étale algebra K = F[X]/(X2 + X + 1), or charF = 3 and (Q, ⋅ , n) is split, then(Q, ●, n) contains the para-unit and a unique conjugacy class of other idempotents;● otherwise, the only idempotent of (Q, ●, n) is its para-unit.
Finally, the next remark settles the situation for two-dimensional symmetric com-
position algebras.
Remark 4.8 _e automorphism group Aut(K, ⋅ , n) for a two-dimensional Hur-
witz algebra (i.e., an étale quadratic algebra) is the cyclic group of order 2. In partic-
ular, it does not contain order 3 automorphisms. Hence, if a two-dimensional sym-
metric composition algebra (S, ∗, n) contains an idempotent, this idempotent is a
para-unit, so that (S, ∗, n) is a para-quadratic algebra.
● If charF = 3, the para-unit is the only idempotent of a para-quadratic algebra.● If charF /= 3, the only para-quadratic algebra containing other idempotents is, up
to isomorphism, the para-quadratic algebra (K, ●, n) associatedwith the quadratic
étale algebra (K, ⋅ , n), withK = F1⊕ Fw and w⋅2 +w + 1 = 0. _en
{idempotents of (Q, ●, n)} = {1,w ,w⋅2},
and Aut(K, ●, n) is the symmetric group S3 of degree 3 (see [KMRT98, (34.5)]),
which acts permuting the three idempotents. Actually, the aõne group scheme
of automorphisms Aut(K, ●, n) is the corresponding constant group scheme, also
denoted by S3.
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5 Order 3 Elements in G2 and Idempotents, charF ≠ 3
Over an algebraically closed ûeld of characteristic not 3, any order 3 element of the
algebraic group of typeG2 is semisimple and contained in a torus. By conjugacy of the
maximal tori, any such element τ is conjugate to an element in the torus consisting of
the diagonal matrices in the subgroup SL3(F) in (3.1). _erefore, there is a primitive
cubic root ω of 1 such that τ is conjugate to diag(ω,ω,ω) or diag(1,ω,ω2) (changing
ω to ω2 gives a conjugate element). _is shows that there are exactly two conjugacy
classes of such elements. _e same can be deduced from the description of ûnite
order automorphisms in [Kac90, Ch. VIII] in characteristic 0 and its extension to the
modular case by Serre [Ser06] (see also [PL15,_eorem 6.3]).
Over arbitrary ûelds of characteristic not 3, the situation is not much worse.
_eorem 5.1 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be a Cayley algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic not 3,
and let τ be an order 3 automorphism of (C, ⋅ , n). _en one of the following conditions
holds:
(i) _ere is an element w ∈ C ∖ F1 with w⋅2 +w + 1 = 0 such that
τ(x) = w ⋅ x ⋅w2
for any x ∈ C. In this case, the Petersson algebra Cτ is para-Cayley with para unitw, and
the subalgebra Fix(τ) of the elements ûxed by τ isF1+Fw (a quadratic étale subalgebra).
Any two such automorphisms are conjugate in Aut(C, ⋅ , n).
(ii) _e subalgebra of ûxed elements by τ is a quaternion subalgebra of C containing
an element w ∈ C ∖ F1 such that w⋅2 +w + 1 = 0. In this case, the Petersson algebra Cτ
is an Okubo algebra. Any two such automorphisms are conjugate in Aut(C, ⋅ , n) if and
only if the corresponding quaternion subalgebras are isomorphic.
In particular, if F contains the cubic roots of 1, then C is the split Cayley algebra, Cτ
is the split Okubo algebra, and any two such automorphisms are conjugate.
Proof By [EP96, Proposition 3.4 and_eorem 3.5], either Fix(τ) is a quadratic étale
subalgebra and Cτ is para-Cayley, or Fix(τ) is a quaternion subalgebra.
In the ûrst case, _eorem 4.2 and Remark 4.3 give us the desired result. In the
second case,Q = Fix(τ) is a quaternion subalgebra andC = Q⊕Q⋅u for a nonisotropic
element u orthogonal to Q. _en τ(u) = w ⋅ u for a norm 1 element w ∈ Q such
that w⋅3 = 1 /= w. _en w⋅2 = w ⋅ w⋅3 = w = n(1,w)1 − w and, as in the proof of
Proposition 4.5, we have w⋅2 +w + 1 = 0.
If τ′ is another such automorphism and the quaternion subalgebra Q′ = Fix(τ′) is
isomorphic to Q, then the orthogonal complements Q⊥ and (Q′)⊥ are isometric, so
there is an element u′ ∈ (Q′)⊥ with n(u′) = n(u). As before, τ′(u′) = w′ ⋅ u′ with
w′ ∈ Q′ such that (w′)⋅2+w′+1 = 0. _e isomorphism φ∶F1⊕Fw → F1⊕Fw′ that takes
w tow′ can be extended to an isomorphism φ∶Q→ Q′, and then to an automorphism
φ of (C, ⋅ , n), also denoted by φ, with φ(u) = u′. It follows that τ′ = φ ○ τ ○ φ−1, as
required.
If F contains the cubic roots of 1, then the subalgebra F1⊕Fw is isomorphic to the
split quadratic algebraF×F, so (C, ⋅ , n) is the splitCayley algebra, and the uniqueness
up to conjugacy of τ shows that there is a canonical basis such that τ(u i) = u i+1
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(indices modulo 3), so that Cτ is the split Okubo algebra in this case. If F does not
contain the cubic roots of 1, this shows that Cτ is an Okubo algebra, as it is so over a
ûeld extension.
Example 5.2 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be the split Cayley algebra over the ûeld of real numbers
R. _en C contains subalgebras isomorphic to both the real quaternion division al-
gebraH and the split real quaternion algebraM2(R). Both of them contain copies of
C and hence contain an element w /∈ R1 with w⋅2 + w + 1 = 0. _erefore, there are
two conjugacy classes of order 3 automorphisms of (C, ⋅ , n) such that Cτ is anOkubo
algebra.
_e centralizers in the aõne group scheme of automorphisms Aut(C, ⋅ , n) of the
automorphisms τ in _eorem 5.1 will be computed now. Because of Proposition 2.6,
these centralizers coincide with the stabilizers of the idempotent 1 of the symmetric
composition algebra (Petersson algebra) Cτ .
Some preliminaries are needed ûrst.
Let K be a quadratic étale subalgebra of a Cayley algebra (C, ⋅ , n) over a ûeld F.
_en (see [Jac58,EM95]) the orthogonal subspaceW =K⊥ is a free leK-module of
rank 3 endowed with● a hermitian nondegenerate form σ ∶W ×W → K (i.e., σ is F-bilinear, σ(a ⋅ x , y) =
a ⋅ σ(x , y) and σ(y, x) = σ(x , y), for any a ∈ K and x , y ∈ W, and σ induces a
K-antilinear isomorphismW→ HomK(W,K), x ↦ σ( ⋅ , x)), and● an alternating productW×W→W, (x , y)↦ x × y, with (a ⋅ x)× y = a ⋅ (x × y) =
x × (a ⋅ y) for any a ∈K and x , y ∈W,
such that, for any x , y ∈W,
(5.1) x ⋅ y = −σ(x , y) + x × y.
_eK-trilinear form Φ∶W ×W ×W→K, given by
(5.2) Φ(x , y, z) = σ(x , y × z),
is alternating and satisûes
(5.3) n(Φ(x1 , x2 , x3)) = det(σ(x i , x j))
for any x1 , x2 , x3 ∈W.
Conversely, if (K, ⋅ ) is a quadratic étale algebra with norm n and standard conju-
gation a ↦ a, andW is a free leK-module of rank 3 endowed with:● a nondegenerate hermitian form σ ∶W ×W→K,● aK-trilinear alternating form Φ∶W ×W ×W→K satisfying (5.3),
then the vector space direct sum C = K⊕W is a Cayley algebra, where themultipli-
cation ⋅ and the norm n are deûned as follows:● K is a subalgebra of C and for any a ∈ K and w ∈W, a ⋅ w is given by the product
of the scalar a on the element w in theK-moduleW, while w ⋅ a ∶= a ⋅w;● x ⋅ y = −σ(x , y) + x × y for any x , y ∈ W, where x × y is deûned by the equation
σ(z, x × y) = Φ(z, x , y) for any z ∈W;● K andW are orthogonal for n, the restriction of n to K is the generic norm of K,
and n(x) = σ(x , x) for any x ∈W.
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Assume now that we are in the situation of _eorem 5.1(i), so charF /= 3, and
τ ∈ Aut(C, ⋅ , n) is given by τ(x) = w ⋅ x ⋅w⋅2, with w ∈ C ∖ F1, w⋅2 +w + 1 = 0. _en
K = F1 + Fw is a quadratic étale subalgebra of (C, ⋅ , n). Hence,W = K⊥ is endowed
with the hermitian form σ and product × in (5.1).
Lemma 5.3 Under the conditions above, StabAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(w) is naturally isomorphic
to the special unitary group SU(W, σ).
Proof AnyK-linearmap ofW of determinant 1 preserves the alternatingK-trilinear
formΦ in (5.2) and hence, if it preserves σ , it also preserves× (see [Jac58] if charF /= 2,
but the arguments are also valid if charF = 2), so it extends to an automorphism of(C, ⋅ , n) which restricts to the identity map on K. Conversely, any automorphism
that ûxes w restricts to aK-linear map that preserves σ and ×, and hence Φ, so it lies
in the special unitary group. Besides, all this is functorial, so the result is valid at the
level of schemes.
_eorem 5.4 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be a Cayley algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic not 3,
and let w ∈ C ∖ F1 with w⋅2 + w + 1 = 0. Let τ be the order 3 automorphism given by
τ(x) = w ⋅ x ⋅w⋅2 for any x ∈ C. _en
CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ) = StabAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(w) (≃ SU(W, σ)) .
Proof Any φ in CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ) stabilizesK = Fix(τ), so (locally) we have either
φ(w) = w or φ(w) = w⋅2, because the group scheme Aut(K, ⋅) is the constant group
scheme C2 (cyclic group of order 2). But φ(w) ⋅ φ(x) ⋅ φ(w)⋅2 = w ⋅ φ(x) ⋅w⋅2 for any
x ∈ C ⊗F R (if φ is a point over R), so w−1 ⋅ φ(w) lies in the commutative center of(C, ⋅ ), which is F1. Hence, φ(w) = w.
For automorphisms in _eorem 5.1(ii), consider ûrst a Cayley algebra (C, ⋅ , n)
over an arbitrary ûeld, and let Q be a quaternion subalgebra. _en C = Q ⊕ Q ⋅ u for
some nonisotropic element u orthogonal toQ. _emultiplication in (C, ⋅ , n) is given
by
(5.4) (a + b ⋅ u) ⋅ (c + d ⋅ u) = (a ⋅ c − αd ⋅ b) + (d ⋅ a + b ⋅ c) ⋅ u,
for any a, b, c, d ∈ Q,with α = n(u). (See, for instance, [SV00, (1.22)].) _is is how the
algebra (C, ⋅ , n) is obtained from (Q, ⋅ , n) bymeans of the Cayley–Dickson doubling
process mentioned earlier.
Consider the group scheme SL1(Q), whose set of points over an algebra R ∈ AlgF
is SL1(Q)(R) = {q ∈ Q ⊗F R ∶ n(q) = 1}. _e scheme µ2 of square roots of unity
embeds naturally in SL1(Q) as the scalar elements.
Lemma 5.5 Under the conditions above, the stabilizer StabAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(Q) is isomor-
phic to SL1(Q) × SL1(Q)/µ2 (where µ2 embeds diagonally into the product of the two
copies of SL1(Q)).
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Proof For any q ∈ Q of norm 1, bymeans of (5.4), it is straightforward to check that
themaps ψq , φq ∶C→ C given by
(5.5)
ψq(x) = q ⋅ x ⋅ q−1 = q ⋅ x ⋅ q, ψq(x ⋅ u) = (x ⋅ q−1) ⋅ u,
φq(x) = x , φq(x ⋅ u) = (q ⋅ x) ⋅ u,
for x ∈ Q, are automorphisms of (C, ⋅ , n). _e same happens forC⊗FR and q ∈ Q⊗FR
of norm 1, for any algebra R ∈ AlgF.
Moreover, ψq and φp commute for any q, p ∈ SL1(Q). _erefore, we have the
natural homomorphism
Φ∶SL1(Q) × SL1(Q)Ð→ StabAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(Q)(q, p) z→ ψq ○ φp .(5.6)
Its kernel consists of the pairs (q, p) such thatψq○φp = id, and this forcesψq ∣Q = id, so
q ∈ µ2. _en u = ψq ○φp(u) = (p ⋅ q−1) ⋅u, so p = q. _us, the kernel is µ2 embedded
diagonally. _is shows, in particular, that the dimension of StabAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(Q) is at
least 6.
Finally, Φ is a quotient map as ΦF is surjective (this follows easily using, for in-
stance, [SV00, §2.1]) and StabAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(Q) is smooth, because its Lie algebra s ={δ ∈ Der(C, ⋅ , n) ∶ δ(Q) ⊆ Q} has dimension 6. To check this, consider the homo-
morphism
sÐ→ Der(Q, ⋅) ≃ ad(Q) ≃ Q/F1
δ z→ δ∣Q ,
whose kernel consists of those derivations δ ∈ Der(C, ⋅ , n) such that δ(Q) = 0. But
any such derivation is determined by δ(u),which belongs to {x ∈ Q ⋅u ∶ n(x , u) = 0},
whose dimension is 3.
Remark 5.6 If {e1 , e2 , u1 , u2 , u3 , v1 , v2 , v3} is a canonical basis of the split Cayley
algebra (C, ⋅ , n) over an arbitrary ûeld F, letQ be the quaternion subalgebra spanned
by e1, e2, u1, and v1. _e group SL2 ≃ SL1(Q) embeds in Aut(C, ⋅ , n) both by means
of q ↦ ψq and by q ↦ φq . With the notation used in Section 3, the image is the
derived subgroup of the Levi subgroup L{ε1} in the ûrst case, and of L{ε2−ε3} in the
second case.
_eorem 5.7 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be a Cayley algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic not 3,
and let τ be an order 3 automorphism of (C, ⋅ , n) that ûxes elementwise a quaternion
subalgebraQ. Let u ∈ Q⊥ be a nonisotropic element and letw ∈ Q∖F1withw⋅2+w+1 = 0
such that τ(u) = w ⋅ u. Denote byK the quadratic étale subalgebraK = F1+Fw. _en
the centralizer CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ) is isomorphic to SL1(Q) × SL1(K)/µ2.
Proof As Fix(τ) = Q, it follows that the centralizer CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ) is contained
in StabAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(Q). _e homomorphism Φ in (5.6) restricts to a homomorphism
SL1(Q) × SL1(K) → CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ). (Observe that ψq ○ τ = τ ○ ψq for any q ∈
SL1(Q), but φp ○ τ = τ ○ φp if and only if p ⋅ w = w ⋅ p, if and only if p ∈ K (and the
same over any R). Now the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 5.5 apply.
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Due to the relationship between idempotents in symmetric composition alge-
bras and automorphisms of Cayley algebras of order 1 or 3, we immediately get the
next consequence of _eorem 5.1. Here, K will denote the quadratic étale algebra
F[X]/(X2 + X + 1), andK the corresponding para-quadratic algebra.
Corollary 5.8 An Okubo algebra (O, ∗, n) over a ûeld F of characteristic not 3 con-
tains an idempotent if and only if it contains a subalgebra isomorphic to K. In this
case, the centralizer of any idempotent e is a para-quaternion subalgebra containing a
subalgebra isomorphic toK, and two idempotents are conjugate if and only if the corre-
sponding quaternion algebras are isomorphic.
In particular, if F contains the cubic roots of 1, then (O, ∗, n) contains a unique con-
jugacy class of idempotents.
Proof Let e be an idempotent of theOkubo algebra (O, ∗, n), and τe ∈ Aut(O, ∗, n)
the order 3 automorphism given by τe(x) = e ∗ (e ∗ x) for any x ∈ O as in (2.3).
Consider the Cayley algebra (O, ⋅ , n), with unity e, where x ⋅ y = (e ∗ x)∗ (y ∗ e), as
in (2.4). _en τe is an automorphism of (O, ⋅ , n) as well. By _eorem 5.1, Fix(τe) =
Cent(O,∗,n)(e) is a quaternion subalgebra of (O, ⋅ , n) (and a para-quaternion subal-
gebra of (O, ∗, n)) containing a subalgebra isomorphic to K, so that (O, ∗, n) con-
tains a subalgebra isomorphic to K. Moreover, if f is another idempotent, τ f the
corresponding order 3 automorphism, and (O, ◇, n) the associated Cayley algebra
(x ◇ y = ( f ∗ x) ∗ (y ∗ f )), then both Cayley algebras (O, ⋅ , n) and (O, ◇, n) are iso-
morphic, as their norms are isometric. If the para-quaternion algebrasCent(O,∗,n)(e)
and Cent(O,∗,n)( f ) are isomorphic, then by _eorem 5.1 there is an isomorphism
φ∶ (O, ⋅ , n) → (O, ◇, n) such that φ ○ τe = τ f ○ φ. Note that φ(e) = f , because e
(resp. f ) is the unity of (O, ⋅ , n) (resp. of (O, ◇, n)). _en, for any x , y ∈ O,
φ(x ∗ y) = φ( τe(x) ⋅ τ2e(y)) = τ f (φ(x)) ◇ τ2f (φ(y)) = φ(x) ∗ φ(y),
and φ ∈ Aut(O, ∗, n), with φ(e) = f .
Up to isomorphism there is a unique Cayley algebrawith isotropic norm: the Zorn
matrix algebra (or split Cayley algebra). However, the split Okubo algebra (Deûni-
tion 2.8) is not characterized by its norm being isotropic. If the characteristic of F is
not 3 and F contains the cubic roots of 1, or if the characteristic of F is 3, then the
norm of any Okubo algebra is isotropic (see [EM93, Proposition 7.3] and [Eld97]).
_eorem 5.9 Let (O, ∗, n) be an Okubo algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic not
3. _en (O, ∗, n) is split (i.e., isomorphic to the split Okubo algebra in Deûnition 2.8) if
and only if n is isotropic and (O, ∗, n) contains an idempotent.
Proof _e split Okubo algebra is the Petersson algebra Cτst = (C, ∗, n), where(C, ⋅ , n) is the Zorn matrix algebra, τst is deûned in (2.6), and
x ∗ y = τst(x) ⋅ τ2st(y)
for any x , y ∈ C. _e norm n is isotropic, and the unity 1 of (C, ⋅ , n) is an idempotent
of Cτst .
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Conversely, let (O, ∗, n) be an Okubo algebra with isotropic norm n and let 0 /=
e = e ∗ e be an idempotent. Let τe ∈ Aut(O, ∗, n) as in (2.3), and consider the Cayley
algebra (O, ⋅ , n) with unity e, where x ⋅ y = (e ∗ x) ∗ (y ∗ e) as in (2.4). _en
x ∗ y = τe(x) ⋅ τ2e(y), where x = n(e , x)e − x is the “conjugation” relative to e. By
_eorem 5.1, Q = Fix(τe) is a quaternion subalgebra of (O, ⋅ , n) and O = Q ⊕ Q ⋅ u
for a nonisotropic element u ∈ O orthogonal to Q. Besides, τe(u) = w ⋅ u for a norm
1 element w ∈ Q such that w⋅3 = 1 /= w. If the restriction of n to Q is isotropic, then
n∣Q is universal (and (Q, ⋅ , n) is isomorphic to M2(F)). Hence, by multiplying by a
suitable q ∈ Q,we can assume that n(u) = 1 (thiswill change the elementw). _en the
multiplication in (O, ∗, n) is completely determined (see [CEKT13, Example 9.4]), so,
up to isomorphism, (O, ∗, n) is the split Okubo algebra.
If the restriction n∣Q is anisotropic, then since n itself is isotropic, there arenonzero
elements q1 , q2 ∈ Q such that n(q1+q2 ⋅u) = 0, so that n(q−11 ⋅(q2 ⋅u)) = −1. Replacing
u with q−11 ⋅(q2 ⋅u)we can assume that n(u) = −1 (again, thiswill change the element
w). Note then that the element f = w⋅2 is an idempotent:
w⋅2 ∗w⋅2 = τe(w⋅2) ⋅ τ2e(w⋅2) = w⋅2 ⋅w⋅2 = w ⋅w = w⋅2 ,
f ∗ (1 + u) = w ⋅ (1 −w⋅2 ⋅ u) = w − u,(1 + u) ∗ f = (1 −w ⋅ u) ⋅w = w −w ⋅ u ⋅w = w −w⋅2 ⋅ (w − u) = w − u.
Hence, if τ f denotes the corresponding order 3 automorphism: τ f (x) = f ∗ ( f ∗ x),
and we consider the Cayley algebra (O, ◇, n) with x ◇ y = ( f ∗ x) ∗ (y ∗ f ), the ûxed
subalgebra Q̃ = {x ∈ O ∶ f ∗ x = x ∗ f } is a quaternion subalgebra of (O, ◇, n) with
isotropic norm, because 1 + u ∈ Q̃ and n(1 + u) = 1 − 1 = 0. By the arguments above,(O, ∗, n) is the split Okubo algebra.
Corollary 5.10 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be a Cayley algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic not
3, and let τ be an order 3 automorphism of (C, ⋅ , n) such that Cτ is an Okubo algebra.
_en Cτ is split if and only if (C, ⋅ , n) is split.
Example 5.11 According to Example 5.2, there are two diòerent conjugacy classes
of order 3 automorphisms τ of the split Cayley algebra (C, ⋅ , n) over R such that
Cτ is an Okubo algebra. By _eorem 5.9, Cτ is always the split Okubo algebra, and
hence, by Corollary 5.8, the real split Okubo algebra contains two conjugacy classes
of idempotents.
6 Order 3 Elements in G2, charF = 3
Over a ûeld F of characteristic 3, the situation for order 3 elements in the automor-
phism group of a Cayley algebra is quite diòerent. To begin with, only the split Cay-
ley algebra admits order 3 automorphisms (_eorem 6.3). In this case the group
of automorphisms is the Chevalley group of type G2, and given any split maximal
torus and any root, all the elements exp(δ), where δ is a nonzero element in a root
space (these elements make sense, as shown in Section 3), have order 3 as its cube is
exp(3δ) = exp(0) = id.
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Remark 6.1 Over ûelds of characteristic 3, the Lie algebra Der(C, ⋅ , n) of deriva-
tions of a Cayley algebra is not simple, as it contains the simple seven-dimensional
ideal adC (ad1 = 0), which is a twisted form of psl3. Moreover, the quotient
Der(C, ⋅ , n)/ adC is isomorphic to adC. (See, for example, [AEMN02] or [AE16].)
_e next deûnition is an extension of [CEKT13, Deûnition 9.2] (see also [Eld15,
Deûnition 22]).
Deûnition 6.2 Let f be an idempotent of theOkubo algebra (O, ∗, n) (charF = 3).
_en f is said to be:● quaternionic, if its centralizer contains a para-quaternion algebra,● quadratic, if its centralizer contains a para-quadratic algebra and no para-quater-
nion subalgebra,● singular, otherwise.
It is proved in [CEKT13, Proposition 9.9 and _eorem 9.13] that only the split
Okubo algebra contains a quaternionic idempotent, and there is only one such idem-
potent.
_e next result extends [Eld15, Lemma 21]. _e Peirce componentU inRemark 2.3
generates the split Cayley algebra. Hence, any automorphism is determined by its
action on U.
_eorem 6.3 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be a Cayley algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic 3, and
let τ be an order 3 automorphism of (C, ⋅ , n). _en (C, ⋅ , n) is the split Cayley algebra
and one of the following conditions holds:
(i) (τ− id)2 = 0. In this case, the Petersson algebra Cτ is the splitOkubo algebra, 1 is
its (unique) quaternionic idempotent, and there exists a canonical basis of C such that
τ(u i) = u i , i = 1, 2, τ(u3) = u3 + u2 .
In otherwords, τ = exp(δ),where δ = [Lu2 , Rv3],which is a derivation in the root space
Der(C, ⋅ , n)ε2−ε3 . (ε2 − ε3 is a long root.)
In particular, up to conjugacy, there is a unique such automorphism τ. _e Segre
symbol of the nilpotent endomorphism τ − id is (22 , 14).
(ii) (τ − id)2 ≠ 0 and there is a quadratic étale subalgebra K of C ûxed element-
wise by τ. In this case, the Petersson algebra Cτ is an Okubo algebra, 1 is a quadratic
idempotent of Cτ , and the Segre symbol of the nilpotent endomorphism τ− id is (32 , 12).
If F is algebraically closed, then there is a canonical basis of C such that
τ(u i) = u i+1 (indices modulo 3),
so τ ûxes e1 and e2, and it belongs to the normalizer of the associated maximal torus.
(Note that τ is the automorphism τst in (2.6).)
(iii) _ere is a canonical basis such that
τ(u i) = u i , i = 1, 2, τ(u3) = u3 + v3 − (e1 − e2).
In this case, τ(x) = w ⋅ x ⋅ w⋅2, with w = 1 − v3. Hence, (_eorem 4.2) the Petersson
algebra Cτ is a para-Cayley algebra with para-unit w. Also, τ = exp(δ), where δ =
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− ad v3 ∶ x ↦ −[v3 , x] = x ⋅ v3 − v3 ⋅ x is a derivation in the root space Der(C, ⋅ , n)−ε3 .
(−ε3 is a short root.)
In particular, up to conjugacy, there is a unique such automorphism τ. _e Segre
symbol of the nilpotent endomorphism τ − id is (3, 22 , 1).
(iv) _ere is a canonical basis such that
τ(u i) = u i , i = 1, 2, τ(u3) = u3 + u2 + v3 − (e1 − e2).
In this case, the Petersson algebra Cτ is the splitOkubo algebra, and 1 is a singular idem-
potent of Cτ . Such an automorphism τ is unique, up to conjugacy, and it is the compo-
sition of the (commuting) automorphisms in items (i) and (iii). _e Segre symbol of the
nilpotent endomorphism τ − id is again (3, 22 , 1).
Proof Fix(τ)⊥ is a subspace invariant under τ. Now, τ − id is nilpotent (since(τ − id)3 = 0), so Fix(τ) ∩ Fix(τ)⊥ is a nonzero totally isotropic subspace. Hence,(C, ⋅ , n) is the split Cayley algebra.2
As in [EP96, Lemma 21], either:
(i) (τ − id)2 = 0, in which case there is a quaternion subalgebra Q of C contained in
Fix(τ), or
(ii) (τ − id)2 ≠ 0 and there is a quadratic étale subalgebraK in Fix(τ), or
(iii) (τ − id)2 ≠ 0, Fix(τ) = F1⊕ (Fix(τ) ∩ C0), where C0 = (F1)⊥, and Fix(τ) ∩ C0
is amaximal totally isotropic subspace (hence of dimension 3) of C0.
In case (i), for any nonisotropic u ∈ Q⊥, C = Q⊕Q ⋅u, and τ(u) = w ⋅u, for a norm
1 element w ∈ Q ∖ F1 such that w⋅3 = 1. (In other words, τ is the automorphism φw in
(5.5).) _enw⋅2 = w = w−1 and, as in the proof of_eorem 4.2, we getw⋅2 +w + 1 = 0.
_at is, (w − 1)⋅2 = 0, since the characteristic is 3. We conclude that Q is split: Q ≃
M2(F). But then the norm is universal in Q, and we can take u ∈ Q⊥ with n(u) = 1.
Also, there is an isomorphism Q ≃ M2(F) that takes w to ( 1 10 1 ). _en there is a
canonical basis with Q = span{e1 , e2 , u1 , v1}, w = 1 − u1, u = u2 + v2, and τ is the
unique automorphism of (C, ⋅ , n) such that τ∣Q = id and τ(u) = w ⋅ u. _erefore, we
get
τ(u) = w ⋅ u = (1 − u1) ⋅ (u2 + v2) = u2 + v2 − v3 ,
so that we have:
τ(u1) = u1 , τ(v1) = v1 ,
τ(u2) = τ(e1 ⋅ u) = e1 ⋅ (u2 + v2 − v3) = u2
τ(v2) = τ(e2 ⋅ u) = e2 ⋅ (u2 + v2 − v3) = v2 − v3 ,
τ(u3) = τ(v1 ⋅ v2) = v1 ⋅ (v2 − v3) = u3 + u2 ,
τ(v3) = τ(u1 ⋅ u2) = v3 ,
Hence, Fix(τ) = Q+{x ∈ Q ∶ w ⋅x = x} ⋅u = span{e1 , e2 , u1 , v1 , u2 , v3}, andwe obtain
the ûrst possibility in the theorem, because for δ = [Lu2 , Rv3], δ(Q) = 0 and
δ(u) = δ(v2) = u2 ⋅ (v2 ⋅ v3) − (u2 ⋅ v2) ⋅ v3 = u2 ⋅ u1 = −v3 ,
2For a perfect ûeld F, the fact that (C, ⋅ , n) is split follows from the fact that τ is unipotent, by
applying [Tit87, Corollary 2.6]. _e author thanks P. Gille for this information.
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so δ2 = 0 and hence exp(δ) = id+δ is also the automorphism that ûxesQ elementwise
and sends u to u2 + v2 − v3 (recall that here the characteristic of F is 3).
Case (ii) above corresponds to the second possibility in the theorem,whichwill be
developed in _eorem 6.7.
We are le with case (iii) above, so Fix(τ) = F1 ⊕ W, where W is a three-di-
mensional totally isotropic subspace of C0. Let W′ be another three-dimensional
totally isotropic subspace of C0 paired with W (that is, the bilinear map W ×
W′ → F, (x , y) ↦ n(x , y), is nondegenerate). _en C0 = W ⊕ W′ ⊕ Fa, with
Fa = (W⊕W′)⊥ ∩ C0 (nonisotropic). By Witt’s Cancellation _eorem, the restric-
tion of n to F1 ⊕ Fa is hyperbolic, so −n(a) ∈ (F×)2, and we can scale a so that
n(a) = −1, that is, a⋅2 = 1.
For any x ∈ C0 and y ∈W, since τ(y) = y, we have
n((τ − id)(x), y) = n( τ(x), y) − n(x , y) = n( τ(x), τ(y)) − n(x , y) = 0,
so (τ − id)(C0) ⊆W⊥ ∩ C0 =W ⊕ Fa. _en 0 ≠ (τ − id)2(C0) ⊆ F(τ − id)(a), and
it follows that the Segre symbol of (τ − id)∣C0 is (3, 22), so that the Segre symbol of
τ − id is (3, 22 , 1). Moreover, (τ − id)(C0) =W⊕ Fa.
Now, τ(a) = a +w for some 0 ≠ w ∈W. Also,
n(a ⋅W,W) = n(a,W⋅2) ⊆ n(a,W) = 0, n(a ⋅W, a) = n(a⋅2 ,W) = n(1,W) = 0,
so we obtain a ⋅W =W ⋅ a ⊆W. Moreover, for any x ∈W,
w ⋅ x = τ(a) ⋅ x − a ⋅ x = τ(a ⋅ x) − a ⋅ x = 0,
because a ⋅ x is inW ⊆ Fix(τ). Hence,
w ⋅W = 0 =W ⋅w .
_e elements e1 = 12 (1 + a) and e2 = 12 (1 − a) are orthogonal idempotents, and let
C = Fe1 ⊕ Fe2 ⊕ U ⊕ V be the corresponding Peirce decomposition: U = e1 ⋅ C ⋅ e2,
V = e2 ⋅ C ⋅ e1. _en W is invariant under multiplication by e1 and e2, so that W =(W∩U)⊕ (W∩V). Besides, neither F1⊕U nor F1⊕V are subalgebras, soW∩U /=
W /=W∩V. Changing a to −a if necessary (i.e., interchanging e1 and e2),we can (and
will) assume that dimF(W ∩ U) = 2, dimF(W ∩ V) = 1. Since w ⋅W = 0, it follows
that Fw =W ∩V and hence a ⋅w = (e1 − e2) ⋅w = −w.
_e subspaceW′ can now be chosen so that W′ = (W′ ∩ U) ⊕ (W′ ∩ V), with
dimF(W′ ∩ U) = 1 and dimF(W′ ∩ V) = 2. Take the element w′ ∈W′ ∩ U such that
n(w′ ,w) = 1. _en (τ − id)(w′) ∈W⊕ Fa, so
τ(w′) = w′ + αa + u + βw
for some α, β ∈ F and u ∈W ∩U. From τ(a) = a +w, we deduce:
τ(e1) = τ( 12(1 + a)) = 12(1 + a +w) = e1 −w ,
τ(e2) = τ( 12(1 − a)) = 12(1 − a −w) = e2 +w .
_en we get
e1 −w = τ(e1) = −τ(w′ ⋅w) = −(w′ + αa + u + βw) ⋅w = −w′ ⋅w − αa ⋅w = e1 + αw ,
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where we have used thatW ⋅w = 0. Hence, α = −1. Also,
0 = n(w′) = n( τ(w′)) = n(a) + βn(w′ ,w) = −1 + β,
so β = 1, and, therefore,
τ(w′) = w′ − a + u +w .
We are le with two cases:● If u = 0, we get(1 −w) ⋅w′ ⋅ (1 +w) = (w′ + e2) ⋅ (1 +w) = w′ − e1 + e2 +w = τ(w′),
and for any x ∈ W ∩ U, (1 − w) ⋅ x ⋅ (1 + w) = x (recall that W ⋅ w = 0 = w ⋅W).
SinceU generates C, it follows that τ is the automorphism x ↦ (1−w) ⋅ x ⋅(1−w)⋅2.
(Note that the element c = 1 −w satisûes c⋅2 + c + 1 = 0.)
Hence, Cτ is para-Cayley (_eorem 4.2). Let u3 = w′ and take u1 , u2 ∈ W ∩ U
with n(u1 ⋅ u2 , u3) = 1. In this situation, with v i = u i+1 ⋅ u i+2 (indices modulo 3),{e1 , e2 , u1 , u2 , u3 , v1 , v2 , v3} is a canonical basis of (C, ⋅ , n). _en w = v3, because
n(u i ,w) = 0 for i = 1, 2 asW is totally isotropic, and n(u3 ,w) = 1; and
τ(u i) = u i , i = 1, 2, τ(u3) = u3 − (e1 − e2) + v3 ,
thus obtaining the third possibility of the theorem, because
τ(x) = (1 − v3) ⋅ x ⋅ (1 + v3) = x − [v3 , x] − v3 ⋅ x ⋅ v3= x − [v3 , x] + 12[v3 , [v3 , x]] = exp(− ad v3)(x),
as [v3 , [v3 , x]] = v⋅23 ⋅ x + x ⋅ v⋅23 − 2v3 ⋅ x ⋅ v3 = v3 ⋅ x ⋅ v3. (Note that, from δ3 = 0 for a
derivation δ ∈ Der(C, ⋅ , n), in principle exp(δ) could fail to be an automorphism,
but this is not the case here with δ = − ad v3. See also the comments in Section 3.)● If u ≠ 0, let u3 = w′, u2 = u, and take u1 ∈ W ∩ U with n(u1 ⋅ u2 , u3) = 1. _en
w = v3 again, and we obtain
τ(u i) = u i , i = 1, 2, τ(u3) = u3 − (e1 − e2) + u2 + v3 .
It remains to prove that the Petersson algebra Cτ = (C, ∗, n) is the split Okubo
algebra. _e element e = 1 − v3 satisûes:
– e ∗ e = τ(e) ⋅ τ2(e) = (1 + v3)⋅2 = 1 − v3 = e, so e is an idempotent of Cτ ;
– or any x ∈W, x ∗ e = τ(x) ⋅ τ2(e) = −x ⋅ (1 + v3) = −x, asW ⋅w =W ⋅ v3 = 0, so
e ∗ x = −e ∗ (x ∗ e) = −x as well;
– a ∗ e = τ(e1 − e2) ⋅ τ2(e) = −(e1 − e2 + v3) ⋅ (1 + v3) = −a − v3 + v3 = −a, so that
e ∗ a = −e ∗ (a ∗ e) = −a as well;
– τ(v1) = τ(u2 ⋅ u3) = u2 ⋅ τ(u3) = v1 + u2, so v1 ∗ e = τ(v1) ⋅ τ2(e) = −(v1 + u2) ⋅(1 + v3) = −v1 − u2 + u2 = −v1, so that e ∗ v1 = −v1 as well, as before.
Hence, span{e1 , e2 , u1 , u2 , v1 , v3} is contained in the centralizer in Cτ of e. But
τ(v2) = τ(u3 ⋅ u1) = τ(u3) ⋅ u1 = v2 − u1 − v3 ,
v2 ∗ e = τ(v2) ⋅ τ2(e) = −(v2 − u1 − v3) ⋅ (1 + v3) = −v2 + u1 + v3 − u1 = −v2 + v3 ,
and hence e is not a para-unit of Cτ . Consider the Cayley algebra (C, ◇, n) with
x ◇ y = (e ∗ x) ∗ (y ∗ e), whose unity is e. _en τ′∶ x ↦ e ∗ (e ∗ x) is an auto-
morphism of (C, ◇, n) with (τ′)3 = id, and τ′ /= id, because e is not a para-unit
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of Cτ = (C, ∗, n). As Fix(τ′), which is the centralizer in Cτ of e, has dimension
at least 6, τ′ is necessarily an order 3 element of Aut(C, ◇, n) as in the ûrst item of
the theorem, and hence e is the quaternionic idempotent of the splitOkubo algebra
Cτ .
Remark 6.4 Let F be an algebraically closed ûeld of characteristic 3. In [Ste68, §5]
it is shown that the automorphisms in items (i) and (iii) of_eorem 6.3 generate the
Chevalley group of type G2, which is the whole group Aut(C, ⋅ , n). In particular,
Aut(C, ⋅ , n) is generated (as an abstract group) by its order 3 elements.
Corollary 6.5 If an Okubo algebra (O, ∗, n) contains a singular idempotent, then it
is split.
Example 6.6 LetK be a quadratic étale algebra over a ûeldF of characteristic 3, let a
be an element ofK of generic norm 1, letW be a free leK-module. Let {w1 ,w2 ,w3}
be aK-basis ofW and let σ ∶W×W→K be the nondegenerate hermitian form such
that
σ(w i ,w i) = 0, σ(w i ,w j) = −1 for 1 ≤ i /= j ≤ 3.
Finally, let Φ∶W × W × W → K be the alternating K-trilinear form such that
Φ(w1 ,w2 ,w3) = a.
For any x1 , x2 , x3 ∈ W, x i = ∑3j=1 a i j ⋅ w j , for some elements a i j ∈ K. _en, since
Φ(w1 ,w2 ,w3) = a satisûes n(a) = 1, and det(σ(w i ,w j)) = 1 (because charF = 3), we
get
n(Φ(x1 , x2 , x3)) = n(det(a i j)Φ(w1 ,w2 ,w3))= det(a i j)det(a i j)n(Φ(w1 ,w2 ,w3)) = n(det(a i j)) ,
det(σ(x i , x j)) = det((a i j)(σ(w i ,w j))(a ji)) = det(a i j)det(a ji)= n(det(a i j)) .
_erefore, (5.3) is satisûed, and hence C = K ⊕W is a Cayley algebra as in the para-
graph preceding Lemma 5.3. In fact, since n(w i) = σ(w i ,w i) = 0, it is the splitCayley
algebra.
_e K-linear map on W permuting cyclically w1 ↦ w2 ↦ w3 ↦ w1 preserves σ
and Φ, and hence we obtain an order 3 automorphism τ of C determined by
τ∣K = id, τ(w i) = w i+1 (indices modulo 3).
_is automorphism will be denoted by τK,a .
_eorem 6.3(ii) can be settled now.
_eorem 6.7 Let τ be an order 3 automorphism of a Cayley algebra (C, ⋅ , n) over a
ûeld F of characteristic 3 such that (τ − id)2 /= 0 and τ ûxes elementwise a quadratic
étale subalgebra. _en the Petersson algebra Cτ is an Okubo algebra and τ is conjugate
to an automorphism τK,a as in Example 6.6.
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Moreover, two such automorphisms τK,a and τK′ ,a′ are conjugate if and only if there
is an isomorphism φ∶K → K′ such that φ(a) ∈ (K′)⋅3 ⋅ a′ (i.e., there is an element
b′ ∈K′, necessarily of norm 1, such that φ(a) = (b′)⋅3 ⋅ a′).
Proof LetK be a quadratic étale subalgebrawhose elements are ûxed by τ. LetW =
K⊥ and consider σ , × and Φ, as above. We will perform several steps.
(i) _ere is an element u ∈W such that {u, τ(u), τ2(u)} is aK-basis ofW:
_is is trivial if K is a ûeld. Otherwise, K = Fe1 ⊕ Fe2, with e⋅2i = e i , i = 1, 2,
e1 ⋅ e2 = 0 = e2 ⋅ e1. _e Peirce subspaces U = e1 ⋅ C ⋅ e2 and V = e2 ⋅ C ⋅ e1 are invariant
under τ. SinceU andV are totally isotropic subspaces coupled by thenorm, and τ is an
orthogonal transformation, theminimal polynomial of τ∣U and τ∣V is T3 − 1. If x ∈ U
and y ∈ V are elements such that {x , τ(x), τ2(x)} is a basis ofU and {y, τ(y), τ2(y)}
is a basis of V, then we can take u = x + y. We also check with this argument that the
Segre symbol of τ is (32 , 12).
Moreover, if F is algebraically closed, we may take a basis {u1 , u2 , u3} of U with
n(u1 , u2 ⋅ u3) = 1 and τ(u i) = u i+1 (indices modulo 3). _is shows that Cτ is the split
Okubo algebra over F (Deûnition 2.8). If F is not algebraically closed, extend scalars
to the algebraic closure to show that Cτ is an Okubo algebra over F.
(ii) With δ = τ − id, for any u ∈W as in (i),
0 ≠ n(Φ(u, τ(u), τ2(u))) = −n(δ(u)) 3 ∶
Note ûrst that, by linearity on each component,
Φ(u, τ(u), τ2(u)) = Φ(u, δ(u), δ2(u)) .
Now, for x , y ∈W, as σ is invariant under τ,
σ(δ(x), y) = σ( τ(x), y) − σ(x , y)= σ(x , τ2(y)) − σ(x , y) = σ(x , (δ2 − δ)(y)) .
_erefore, as δ3 = 0, for any x , y ∈W,
(6.1) σ(δ(x), δ2(y)) = 0, σ(δ(x), δ(y)) = −σ(x , δ2(y)) .
_us, if α = n(δ(u)) = σ(δ(u), δ(u)), we get σ(u, δ2(u)) = −α = σ(δ2(u), u), and
0 /= n(Φ(u, τ(u), τ2(u))) = n(Φ(u, δ(u), δ2(u)))
= det(σ(δ i(u), δ j(u)))
0≤i , j≤2 = det⎛⎜⎝
∗ ∗ −α∗ α 0−α 0 0
⎞⎟⎠ = −α3 ,
as required.
(iii) If u and v are two elements as in (i), then
Φ(v , τ(v), τ2(v)) ∈K⋅3 ⋅Φ(u, τ(u), τ2(u)) .
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Indeed, given u as in (i), any other such v is of the form v = a ⋅ u + δ(w), for some
a ∈K and w ∈W. _en, since Φ is alternating,
Φ(v , τ(v), τ2(v)) = Φ(v , δ(v), δ2(v))= Φ(a ⋅ u, δ(a ⋅ u), δ2(a ⋅ u)) = a⋅3 ⋅Φ(u, δ(u), δ2(u)) .
(iv) _ere exists an element u as in (i) satisfying
σ( τ i(u), τ i(u)) = 0, σ( τ i(u), τ j(u)) = −1, for 1 ≤ i /= j ≤ 3:
_is has essentially been done in [EP96, p. 107]. Here a slightly diòerent argument
will be used here.
Let u be an element as in (i) and let a = Φ(u, τ(u), τ2(u)) and α = n(δ(u)). By
(ii), n(a) = −α3. Take ũ = (αa−1) ⋅ u; then
n(δ(ũ)) = n(αa−1)n(δ(u)) = α2
n(a)α = −1.
_erefore, we can assume that n(δ(u)) = −1, and hence, by (6.1), σ(u, δ2(u)) = 1.
For a, b ∈ K, consider the element u′ = u + a ⋅ δ(u) + b ⋅ δ2(u) ∈ W. _en δ(u′) =
δ(u) + a ⋅ δ2(u), so, using (6.1), we have
n(δ(u′)) = σ(δ(u′), δ(u′)) = σ(δ(u), δ(u)) = n(δ(u)) = −1.
Hence, σ(u′ , δ2(u′)) = 1. Now,
σ(u′ , δ(u′)) = σ(u + a ⋅ δ(u) + b ⋅ δ2(u), δ(u) + a ⋅ δ2(u))= σ(u, δ(u)) + σ(u, δ2(u)) ⋅ a + a ⋅ σ(δ(u), δ(u))= σ(u, δ(u)) + (a − a) ⋅ σ(δ(u), δ(u)) (by (6.1))= σ(u, δ(u)) + (a − a)n(δ(u)) = σ(u, δ(u)) − (a − a),
and we can take a so that σ(u′ , δ(u′)) ∈ F. But then we have
σ(u′ , δ(u′)) = σ(δ(u′), u′) = σ(u′ , (δ2 − δ)(u′) = 1 − σ(u′ , δ(u′)) ,
so σ(u′ , δ(u′)) = −1. Finally,
σ(u′ , u′) = σ(u + a ⋅ δ(u), u + a ⋅ δ(u)) + σ(u, b ⋅ δ2(u)) + σ(b ⋅ δ2(u), u)= n(u + a ⋅ δ(u)) + (b + b),
and we can take b so that σ(u′ , u′) = 0. _erefore, the coordinatematrix of σ in the
K-basis {u′ , δ(u′), δ2(u′)} is ⎛⎜⎝
0 −1 1−1 −1 0
1 0 0
⎞⎟⎠ ,
so that the coordinate matrix in the K-basis {u′ , τ(u′), τ2(u′)} is ( 0 −1 −1−1 0 −1−1 −1 0 ), as re-
quired. (For instance, σ(u′ , τ2(u′)) = σ(u′ , (δ2 − δ + id)(u′)) = 1 − (−1) + 0 = −1.)
Now, if u is an element as in (iv), let w i = τ i(u), and we are in the situation of
Example 6.6, with a = Φ(u, τ(u), τ2(u)), so that τ is, up to conjugation, the auto-
morphism τK,a .
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If K and K′ are quadratic étale subalgebras of (C, ⋅ , n), a ∈ K, a′ ∈ K′ are norm
1 elements and there is an isomorphism φ∶K → K′ and an element b′ ∈ K′ such that
φ(a) = (b′)⋅3 ⋅ a′, then n(b′) = 1. _e automorphism τ = τK,a is obtained by taking a
K-basis {w1 ,w2 ,w3} ofK⊥ with σ(w i ,w i) = 0, σ(w i ,w j) = −1 for 1 ≤ i /= j ≤ 3, such
that Φ(w1 ,w2 ,w3) = a and τ(w i) = w i+1 (indices modulo 3). Similarly, denoting by
σ ′, Φ′ the corresponding maps on (K′)⊥, there is a K′-basis {w′1 ,w′2 ,w′3} of (K′)⊥
with σ ′(w′i ,w′i) = 0, σ ′(w′i ,w′j) = −1 for 1 ≤ i /= j ≤ 3, such that Φ′(w′1 ,w′2 ,w′3) = a′
and τ(w′i) = w′i+1 (indicesmodulo 3). _en {b′ ⋅w′1 , b′ ⋅w′2 , b′ ⋅w′3} is anotherK′-basis
of (K′)⊥ and, since n(b′) = 1, it also satisûes σ ′(b′ ⋅w′i , b′ ⋅w′i) = 0, σ ′(b′ ⋅w′i , b′ ⋅w′j) =−1, for 1 ≤ i /= j ≤ 3,whileΦ′(b′ ⋅w′1 , b′ ⋅w′2 , b′ ⋅w′3) = (b′)⋅3 ⋅a′ = φ(a). _erefore, the
isomorphism φ∶K→ K′ extends to an automorphism of (C, ⋅ , n) by φ(w i) = b′ ⋅w′i ,
1 ≤ i ≤ 3, and φ ○ τ = τ′ ○ φ.
Conversely, assume that the order 3 automorphisms τ = τK,a and τ′ = τK′ ,a′ are
conjugate. _en there is an element u ∈ W = K⊥ such that {u, τ(u), τ2(u)} is a
K-basis ofW in which the coordinatematrix of σ is⎛⎜⎝
0 −1 −1−1 0 −1−1 −1 0
⎞⎟⎠
and Φ(u, τ(u), τ2(u)) = a, and similarly for τ′. Let ϕ ∈ Aut(C, ⋅ , n) be such that
ϕ ○ τ′ = τ ○ ϕ. _en K̃ = ϕ(K′) is a quadratic étale subalgebra ûxed elementwise
by τ: K̃ ⊆ Fix(τ) = K ⊕ δ2(W). In (K̃)⊥, the element ũ = ϕ(u′) satisûes that{ũ, τ(ũ), τ2(ũ)} is a K̃-basis of W̃ = (K̃)⊥, and Φ̃(ũ, τ(ũ), τ2(ũ)) = ã = ϕ(a′). _en
wemust prove that there is an isomorphism φ∶K → K̃ such that φ(a) ∈ (K̃)⋅3 ⋅ ã, as
ϕ−1 ○ φ then gives an isomorphismK→K′ that takes a to (K′)⋅3 ⋅ a′.
Let 0 ≠ k ∈K orthogonal to 1, soK = F1⊕ Fk. For any x , y ∈W,
n(x , y) = −n(x ⋅ y, 1) = n(σ(x , y), 1) ,
n(k ⋅ x , y) = n(x ⋅ y, k) = −n(σ(x , y), k) .
_en
σ(x , y) = −n(x , y)1 + 1
n(k)n(k ⋅ x , y)k.
_emap g∶C→ F given by
(6.2) g(x) = n(x , τ(x) ⋅ τ2(y))
is semilinear: g(x + y) = g(x) + g(y), g(αx) = α3g(x), for any x , y ∈ C and α ∈ F
(see [EP96, §5]). _en, for any x ∈W,
Φ(x , τ(x), τ2(x)) = σ(x , τ(x) × τ2(x))
= −n(x , τ(x) × τ2(x)) 1 + 1
n(k)n( k ⋅ x , τ(x) × τ2(x)) k= −n(x , τ(x) ⋅ τ2(x)) 1 + 1
n(k)n( k ⋅ x , τ(x) ⋅ τ2(x)) k.
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But (k ⋅ y) × (k ⋅ z) = k⋅2 ⋅ (y × z) = −n(k)(y × z), so we get
(6.3) Φ(x , τ(x), τ2(x)) = −g(x)1 − 1
n(k)2 g(k ⋅ x)k.
Now, K̃ is a quadratic étale subalgebra of Fix(τ) = K ⊕ δ2(W) = K ⊕K ⋅ δ2(u).
Since n(δ2(W), Fix(τ)) = 0, K̃ = F1⊕ Fk̃, with k̃ = k + l ⋅ δ2(u) for some l ∈ K. Let
v = u + l+ln(k) k. _en n(v , 1) = 0 and
n(k̃, v) = −(l + l) + n( l ⋅ δ2(u), u) .
But σ(l ⋅ δ2(u), u) = l ⋅ σ(δ2(u), u) = l (recall that the coordinatematrix of σ in the
K-basis {u, δ(u), δ2(u)} is ⎛⎜⎝
0 −1 1−1 −1 0
1 0 0
⎞⎟⎠ ,
so
n( l ⋅ δ2(u), u) = σ( l ⋅ δ2(u), u) + σ(u, l ⋅ δ2(u)) = l + l ,
and hence n(k̃, v) = 0. _us, v ∈ W̃ = (K̃)⊥. By step (iii) above, Φ̃(v , τ(v), τ2(v)) ∈(K̃)⋅3 ⋅ ã. As for (6.3), we have
Φ̃(v , τ(v), τ2(v)) = −g(v)1 − 1
n(k̃)2 g(k̃ ⋅ v)k̃= −g(v)1 − 1
n(k)2 g(k̃ ⋅ v)k̃.
(6.4)
On the other hand, g(v) = g(u), because g(k) = n(k, k⋅2) = 0, so
k̃ ⋅ v = ( k + l ⋅ δ2(v)) ⋅ (u + 1
n(k)(l + l) ⋅ k)= k ⋅ u − (l + l) + ( l ⋅ δ2(u)) ⋅ u + ( l ⋅ δ2(u))( 1
n(k)(l + l) ⋅ k) .
(6.5)
For any x ∈ C, g(x) = g(τ(x)), so g(δ(W)) = 0. In particular, the last term above is
in δ2(W) ⊆ δ(W), so it is sent to 0 by g. Also, g(l + l) = 2g(l) = −g(l), and( l ⋅ δ2(u)) ⋅ u = −σ( l ⋅ δ2(u), u) + ( l ⋅ δ2(u)) × u= −l ⋅ σ(δ2(u), u) + l ⋅ (δ2(u) × u)= −l + l ⋅ (δ2(u) × u) .
As σ(δ2(u), δ2(u) × u) = Φ(δ2(u), δ2(u), u) = 0, because Φ is alternating,
δ2(u) × u ∈ {x ∈W ∶ σ(δ2(u), x) = 0} = δ(W),
so l ⋅ (δ2(u) × u) ∈ δ(W), g(l ⋅ (δ2(u) × u)) = 0, and g((l ⋅ δ2(u)) ⋅ u) = −g(l).
_erefore, using (6.5), g(k̃ ⋅ v) = g(k ⋅ u) − 2g(l) − g(l) = g(k ⋅ u), so that, by (6.4),
we get
Φ̃(v , τ(v), τ2(v)) = −g(u) − 1
n(k) g(k ⋅ u)k̃,
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and the isomorphism φ ∶K→ K̃ taking k to k̃ satisûes that φ(a) = Φ̃(v , τ(v), τ2(v))
belongs to (K̃)⋅3 ⋅ ã, as required.
Example 6.8 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be the splitCayley algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic
3, and let K be a subalgebra isomorphic to F × F, so K = Fe1 ⊕ Fe2, for orthogonal
idempotents e1 and e2. For 0 ≠ α, β ∈ F, the elements a = αe1 + α−1e2 and b =
βe1 + β−1e2 have norm 1 and the automorphisms τK,a and τK,b are conjugate if and
only if there is an automorphism φ of K such φ(a) ∈ K⋅3 ⋅ b, if and only if there is
a nonzero scalar 0 ≠ µ ∈ F such that either α = µ3β or α = µ3β−1, if and only if
F3α ∪F3α−1 = F3β∪F3β−1. If F is perfect, we conclude that all these automorphisms
are conjugate.
Corollary 6.9 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be the split Cayley algebra over a perfect ûeld F of char-
acteristic 3. LetK andK′ be quadratic étale subalgebras, and let a ∈ K and a′ ∈ K′ be
norm 1 elements. _en the automorphisms τK,a and τK′ ,a′ are conjugate if and only if
K is isomorphic toK′. In particular, τK,a is conjugate to τK,1, and, if F is algebraically
closed, all these automorphisms are conjugate.
Proof If φ∶K→ K′ is an isomorphism, then either bothK andK′ are split, and we
are in the situation of Example 6.8, or K and K′ are perfect ûelds, so φ(a) ∈ K′ =(K′)⋅3 ⋅ a′.
7 Centralizers of Order 3 Automorphisms, charF = 3
In this section the centralizers of the diòerent order 3 automorphisms in _eorem 6.3
will be computed.
For the automorphism in _eorem 6.3(i), this has been done in [CEKT13, §10] as
part of the computation of the algebraic group of automorphisms of the split Okubo
algebra, which is not smooth. Here, a diòerent approach will be used, which sheds
light on the corresponding results in [CEKT13].
Actually, items (i) and (iii) in_eorem 6.3 can be dealtwith together. _e notation
of Section 3 will be used throughout.
_eorem 7.1 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be the split Cayley algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic 3.
(i) For the order 3 automorphism τ of (C, ⋅ , n) in_eorem 6.3(i),CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ)
is the derived subgroup of the parabolic subgroup P{ε1}.
(ii) For the order 3 automorphism τ of (C, ⋅ , n) in_eorem 6.3(iii),CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ)
is the derived subgroup of the parabolic subgroup P{ε2−ε1}.
Proof For simplicity, write G = Aut(C, ⋅ , n), L = Der(C, ⋅ , n). _e automorphism
in _eorem 6.3(i) is τ = exp(δ),where δ = [Lu2 , Rv3] is in the root spaceLε2−ε3 . Note
that δ2 = 0. More precisely,
δ(e1) = δ(e2) = 0,
δ(u1) = 0 = δ(u2), δ(u3) = u2 ⋅ (u3 ⋅ v3) − (u2 ⋅ u3) ⋅ v3 = u2 ,
δ(v1) = 0 = δ(v3), δ(v2) = −v3 .
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Hence, τ = exp(δ) = id+δ. For φ ∈ G, φ ○ τ = τ ○φ if and only if Adφ(δ) = δ. Denote
by H the centralizer of τ in G, and by H̃ the stabilizer in G of Lε2−ε3 , so that H is a
subgroup of H̃. Moreover, the derived subgroup of H̃ is contained in H, as its action
on the one-dimensional space Lε2−ε3 is trivial.
For any δ′ ∈ Lα with α ∈ Φ+ ∪ {−ε1}, α + (ε2 − ε3) is not a root, so [δ′ , δ] = 0.
Hence, the Uα ’s, with α ∈ Φ+ ∪ {−ε1} are contained in H, and T and the Uα ’s, with
α ∈ Φ+ ∪ {−ε1} are contained in H̃. It follows that H̃ is the parabolic subgroup P{ε1},
and H̃ = TH. But T ∩H = ker(ε2 − ε3) is amaximal torus of the derived subgroup of
P{ε1}, and henceH coincides with this derived subgroup.
As for the automorphism in _eorem 6.3(iii), τ = exp(δ), where δ = − adv3 . For
any R-point φ ∈ G(R), Adφ(δ) = δ occurs if and only if adv3 = adφ(v3) in L ⊗F R,
if and only if φ(v3) − v3 ∈ R1. But φ preserves the subspace orthogonal to 1, so we
get φ(v3) = v3. Denote again by H the centralizer of τ in G, so H is the stabilizer of
v3, and by H̃ the stabilizer in G of Fv3, so that H is a subgroup of H̃. Moreover, the
derived subgroup of H̃ is contained in H.
As before, for any δ′ ∈ Lα with α ∈ Φ+∪{ε1−ε2}, α+ε3 is not a root, so [δ′ , δ] = 0.
Hence, theUα ’s, with α ∈ Φ+ ∪{ε1 − ε2} are contained in H, and T and theUα ’s, with
α ∈ Φ+ ∪ {ε1 − ε2} are contained in H̃. It follows that H̃ is the parabolic subgroup
P{ε2−ε1}. As above,H coincides with its derived subgroup.
Remark 7.2 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be the split Cayley algebra over a ûeld F of character-
istic 3, and let τ be its order 3 automorphism in _eorem 6.3(i). _en e = 1 is
the unique quaternionic idempotent of the split Okubo algebra Cτ = (C, ∗, n). By
Proposition 2.6, StabAut(C,∗,n)(e) = CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ), and this stabilizer is precisely
Aut(C, ∗, n)red (the largest smooth subgroup ofAut(C, ∗, n)) by [CEKT13, §10]. _e-
orem 7.1 gives a clearer picture of this last group. It turns out (see [CEKT13, §11]) that
the group of automorphisms Aut(C, ∗, n) factors as StabAut(C,∗,n)(e)µ23 , where nei-
ther StabAut(C,∗,n)(e) nor the non-smooth subgroup µ23 are normal.
_e subgroup µ23 corresponds to a grading by Z23 of the split Okubo algebra (see
[Eld09] or [EK13, §4.6]), and it is easy to check that it is not contained in the normal-
izer of anymaximal torus. Actually, themaximal tori ofAut(C, ∗, n) have dimension
one, because they are contained in Aut(C, ∗, n)red, which is the derived subgroup of
the parabolic subgroup P{ε1}, and if µ3 is in the normalizer of a rank one torus, then it
centralizes it. Hence, if µ23 were contained in the normalizer of a torus, it would cen-
tralize it. But µ23 is self-centralized, because the corresponding grading is ûne with
one-dimensional homogeneous components.
_e fact [Pla68, _eorem 3.15] that quasitori, and more generally supersolvable
subgroups consisting of semisimple elements, are contained in normalizers ofmaxi-
mal tori over algebraically closed ûelds of characteristic 0 has been an important tool
in the classiûcation of gradings on some exceptional Lie algebras (see, for instance,
[DM09]). _e above shows that this is no longer true over ûelds of prime character-
istic.
_e order 3 automorphism τ in_eorem 6.3(iv) is the composition of the automor-
phisms in items (i) and (iii) of the same theorem. _erefore, the unipotent radical U
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of the standardBorel subgroupB,which is contained in the derived subgroups of both
P{ε1} and P{ε2−ε1}, centralizes τ. Actually, it is the whole CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ).
_eorem 7.3 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be the split Cayley algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic
3. _en the centralizer of the order 3 automorphism of (C, ⋅ , n) in _eorem 6.3(iv) is
the unipotent radical U of the standard Borel subgroup B.
Proof Any φ in CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ) stabilizes the subalgebra of elements ûxed by τ,
Fix(τ) = span{1, u1 , u2 , v3}, so it also stabilizes its nilpotent radical, rad(Fix(τ)) =
span{u1 , u2 , v3}, and its square Fv3. But the stabilizer of Fv3 has been shown to
be the parabolic subgroup P{ε2−ε1} in the proof of _eorem 7.1. On the other hand,
with the notation of Section 3, both the torus T and the subgroups U±(ε2−ε1) are con-
tained in the subgroup SL(U), and hence so is the Levi subgroup L{ε2−ε1}. Hence,
CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ) = U(CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ) ∩ L{ε2−ε1}). For any algebra R ∈ AlgF, any
R-point φ of L{ε2−ε1} has amatrix in our basis {u1 , u2 , u3} of the form⎛⎜⎝
a c 0
b d 0
0 0 r
⎞⎟⎠
with (ad−bc)r = 1. Hence, φ(v3) = φ(u1 ⋅u2) = (au1+bu2)⋅(cu1+du2) = (ad−bc)v3,
so
φ ○ τ(u3) = φ(u3 + u2 + v3 − (e1 − e2))= ru3 + cu1 + du2 + (ad − bc)v3 + (e1 − e2),
τ ○ φ(u3) = eτ(u3) = ru3 + ru2 + rv3 + r(e1 − e2).
Hence, if φ centralizes τ, we get r = 1, c = 0, and d = 1, so that φ is an element in
Uε2−ε1 ⊆ U. _erefore, CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ) = U.
Finally, we must deal with the order 3 automorphisms in _eorem 6.3(ii), which
correspond to the automorphisms in Example 6.6. We will begin with the case that
appears explicitly in _eorem 6.3. _us, consider the order 3 automorphism τst of
the split Cayley algebra (C, ⋅ , n) given in (2.6) that permutes cyclically the elements
of our basis of the Peirce component U. _at is,
τ(e j) = e j , τ(u i) = u i+1 , τ(v i) = v i+1 ,
for j = 1, 2, and for i = 1, 2, 3 (indices taken modulo 3).
In this case, the subalgebra of elements ûxed by τ is Fix(τ) = span{e1 , e2 , u, v},
with u = u1 +u2 +u3 and v = v1 + v2 + v3. _is is an associative algebra with nilpotent
radical rad(Fix(τ)) = Fu + Fv. Actually, (Fu + Fv)⋅2 = 0. Any element in the cen-
tralizer H = CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ) stabilizes Fix(τ) and its radical, and hence there is a
natural homomorphism:
(7.1) Φ∶HÐ→ Aut(Fix(τ)/ rad(Fix(τ))) ≃ Aut(F × F) ≃ C2 ,
where C2 denotes the constant group scheme corresponding to the cyclic group of
order 2. _e homomorphism Φ is surjective with a section given by the embedding
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of C2 into H corresponding to the order 2 automorphism σ ∈ Aut(C, ⋅ , n) given by
σ(e1) = e2, σ(u i) = v i , i = 1, 2, 3. _us,H is the semidirect product
(7.2) H = kerΦ ⋊ C2 .
As u ⋅v = 3e1 = 0 = v ⋅u, the derivations adu and adv commute. Moreover, we have
ad3u = ad3v = 0. _eir matrices in the canonical basis have integral entries, and if T
and S are indeterminates,
exp(T adu) exp(S adv) = exp(adTu+Sv) ∈ Aut(C⊗F F[T , S]) ,
and hence, over any algebra R ∈ AlgF, it makes sense to consider the group K(R) ={exp(adtu+sv) ∶ t, s ∈ R}, which is a subgroup of Aut(C ⊗F R, ⋅ , n). In this way we
obtain a subgroup K of Aut(C, ⋅ , n), which is contained in H, and which is isomor-
phic to G2a . Actually, K is contained in kerΦ and its intersection with the subgroup
SL(U) is trivial (recall that SL(U) is identiûed with the subgroup of Aut(C, ⋅ , n)
that ûxes e1 and e2). Moreover, for any R ∈ AlgF, any R-point φ ∈ ker(Φ) satis-
ûes φ(e1) = e1 + tu + sv for some t, s ∈ R, so φ(e1) = exp(ad−tu+sv)(e1). _us,
φ○exp(adtu−sv) ûxes e1 and e2 = 1− e1, and hence it belongs toH∩SL(U). _erefore,
we have
(7.3) kerΦ = K ⋊ (H ∩ SL(U)) .
_ere are two natural subgroups contained in H∩ SL(U). One of them is isomor-
phic to µ3, as µ3 embeds in H ∩ SL(U) as follows:
µ3 ↪Ð→ H,
r z→ ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
id on Fe1 + Fe2,
r id on U,
r2 id on V.
_e other natural subgroup of H ∩ SL(U) is N ∶= kerΨ, where Ψ is the restriction
homomorphism
(7.4) Ψ∶HÐ→ Aut(Fix(τ)) .
It is clear that the subgroups K and N commute. Given any R ∈ AlgF and any φ ∈
N(R), φ(u1) = au1 + bu2 + cu3 for a, b, c ∈ R. As φ commutes with τ, the matrix,
relative to the basis {u1 , u2 , u3} of the restriction of φ to U, is
(7.5)
⎛⎜⎝
a c b
b a c
c b a
⎞⎟⎠
with a + b + c = 1, because φ(u) = u. Hence, in the basis {u1 , u1 − u2 , u1 + u2 + u3},
thematrix is
(7.6)
⎛⎜⎝
1 0 0
c − b 1 0
c c − b 1
⎞⎟⎠ ,
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and this shows thatN is a two-dimensional unipotent group. Actually, the assignment
(r, s)z→ ⎛⎜⎝
1 0 0
r 1 0
1
2 (r + r2) + s r 1
⎞⎟⎠
shows that N is isomorphic to G2a .
Proposition 7.4 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be the splitCayley algebra over a ûeldF of characteristic
3. _en the centralizer of the order 3 automorphism τst in (2.6) is, with the notation
above,
H = ((K ⋊ µ3) ×N) ⋊ C2 .
Proof Because of (7.2) and (7.3), it is enough to show that H ∩ SL(U) = µ3 × N.
But for any R ∈ AlgF and any R-point φ ∈ H ∩ SL(U), if φ(u1) = au1 + bu2 + cu3
(a, b, c ∈ R), then the matrix of the restriction of φ to U is the matrix in (7.5), with
determinant 1; that is, with (a + b + c)3 = 1, so a + b + c ∈ µ3. _e result follows.
Note that the centralizer in Proposition 7.4 is four-dimensional and not smooth,
because of the presence of the subgroup µ3. _e same situation appears in our next
result, which deals with the general case in _eorem 6.3(ii). We must consider the
order 3 automorphisms τK,a in Example 6.6.
_eorem 7.5 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be the split Cayley algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic
3. Let τ be the order 3 automorphism in Example 6.6 and let H = CentAut(C, ⋅ ,n)(τ) be
its centralizer. _en, with the notations in this example, there is a short exact sequence
1Ð→ (K ⋊ µ3[K]) ×NÐ→ HÐ→ C2 Ð→ 1,
where:● µ3[K] is the twisted form of µ3 such that for any R ∈ AlgF, µ3[K](R) = {r ∈ K ⊗F
R ∶ r3 = 1, n(r) = 1} (see, for instance, [KMRT98, p. 418]). Here n denotes the
R-extension of the genericnormofK. µ3[K] embeds inH by sending any r ∈ µ3[K](R)
to the automorphism of C⊗F R that is the identity onK⊗F R and r times the identity
onW⊗F R.● K is the abelian subgroup such that K(R) = {exp(adx) ∶ x ∈ rad(Fix(τ))⊗F R} for
any R ∈ AlgF, so that K is isomorphic to G2a .● N is the two-dimensional unipotent subgroup obtained as the kernel of the restriction
map H→ Aut(Fix(τ)). It is isomorphic too to G2a .
Proof Here, Fix(τ) = K⊕K ⋅ (w1 +w2 +w3) and its radical isK ⋅ (w1 +w2 +w3).
As for Proposition 7.4, we have a homomorphism as in (7.1):
Φ∶HÐ→ Aut(Fix(τ)/ rad(Fix(τ))) ≃ Aut(K) ≃ C2 ,
and kerΦ = K⋊ (H∩ SU(W, σ)), with K as above and where SU(W, σ) is identiûed
naturally with the subgroup of automorphisms of (C, ⋅ , n) that restrict to the identity
onK. Moreover, Φ is surjective, as it is over the algebraic closure F, where we are in
the situation of (7.1). (Note that C2 is smooth.)
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For R ∈ AlgF, if φ is an R-point ofH∩SU(W, σ), then φ(w1) = aw1+bw2+cw3 for
a, b, c ∈K⊗FR. As φ commuteswith τ, thematrix of φ in the basis {w1 ,w2 ,w3} is the
matrix in (7.5),whose determinant is (a+b+ c)3,whichmust be 1. Write r = a+b+ c.
As φ ∈ SU(W, σ)(R), σ(φ(w1), φ(w1)) = σ(w1 ,w1) = 0, and this happens if and only
if−(ab+ac+ba+bc+ca+ab) = 0, if and only if n(a, b)+n(a, c)+n(b, c) = 0,where
x ↦ x denotes the involution onK ⊗F R obtained by the extension of the nontrivial
involution on K. Also σ(φ(w1), φ(w2)) = σ(w1 ,w2) = −1, which is equivalent to−(n(a) + n(b) + n(c) + ab + bc + ca) = −1. _is implies ab + bc + ca ∈ R, so
ab + bc + ca = 12 (n(a, b) + n(a, c) + n(b, c)) = 0. It follows then that n(r) = n(a +
b + c) = n(a) + n(b) + n(c) = 1. _erefore, r ∈ µ3[K].
Now,withN being deûned as the kernel of the restriction homomorphism Ψ∶H→
Aut(Fix(τ)), as in (7.4), the same arguments as for the proof of Proposition 7.4 give
that N is a two-dimensional unipotent subgroup of H ∩ SU(W, σ) and that kerΦ =(K ⋊ µ3[K]) × N. More precisely, any R-point of N (⊆ SU(W, σ)) has a coordinate
matrix as in (7.5), relative to the basis {w1 ,w2 ,w3}, with a, b, c ∈ K ⊗F R satisfying
a + b + c = 1, or as in (7.6), relative to the basis {w1 ,w1 − w2 ,w1 + w2 + w3}. But,
as above, ab + bc + ca = 0, so (1 − b − c)b + bc + c(1 − b − c) = 0. _is gives
c + b = (b − c)(b − c) = n(b − c) ∈ R and, as b + b ∈ R, we get r ∶= c − b ∈ R. Hence,
r2 = n(b − c) = c + b, so c = r2 − b = r + b, and thus c = −(r + r2) − (b − b). Let
K = F1 + Fk, with n(1, k) = 0; then b − b = sk for some s ∈ R, and the assignment
(r, s)z→ ⎛⎜⎝
1 0 0
r 1 0−(r + r2) + sk r 1
⎞⎟⎠
gives an isomorphism G2a ≃ N.
We will see in Remark 8.6 that the short exact sequence in _eorem 7.5 does not
necessarily split, and even that the projection of H onto C2 may fail to be surjective
for rational points.
8 Idempotents in Okubo Algebras, charF = 3
_e next deûnition is based on _eorem 6.7.
Deûnition 8.1 Let F be a ûeld of characteristic 3.
● Let K (resp. K′) be a quadratic étale algebra over F, and let a ∈ K (resp. a′ ∈K′)
be a norm 1 element. _en the pair (K, a) is said to be equivalent to (K′ , a′) if and
only if there is an isomorphism φ∶K→ K′ such that φ(a) ∈ (K′)⋅3 ⋅ a′.
_e equivalence class of the pair (K, a) will be denoted by [K, a].● Let e be a quadratic idempotent of andOkubo algebra (O, ∗, n) and let, as in (2.3),
τe ∶ x ↦ e ∗ (e ∗ x) be the associated order 3 automorphism of (O, ∗, n) and of the
split Cayley algebra (O, ⋅ , n), where x ⋅ y = (e ∗ x) ∗ (y ∗ e). _en τe is conjugate
in Aut(O, ⋅ , n) to an automorphism τK,a as in Example 6.6. Deûne the class of e
as cl(e) ∶= [K, a].
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Proposition 8.2 Let (O, ∗, n) be an Okubo algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic 3,
and let e, f be two quadratic idempotents. _en e and f are conjugate (by an element
of Aut(O, ∗, n)) if and only if cl(e) = cl( f ).
Proof Consider the order 3 automorphisms τe and τ f and the Cayley algebras(O, ⋅ , n) and (O, ◇, n) with multiplications given by x ⋅ y = (e ∗ x) ∗ (y ∗ e) and
x ◇ y = ( f ∗ x) ∗ (y ∗ f ), respectively. Since both (O, ⋅ , n) and (O, ◇, n) are the split
Cayley algebra up to isomorphism, there is an isomorphism φ∶ (O, ⋅ , n)→ (O, ◇, n).
Note that φ(e) = f , because e is the unity of (O, ⋅ , n) and f the one in (O, ◇, n). Now
τe is conjugate to some τK,a in Aut(O, ⋅ , n) and τ f to τK′ ,a′ in Aut(O, ◇, n). _en
φ ○ τe ○ φ−1 is conjugate to τφ(K),φ(a) and, trivially, [φ(K), φ(a)] = [K, a].
_en [K, a] = [K′ , a′] if and only if φ ○ τe ○φ−1 is conjugate to τ f inAut(O, ◇, n),
if and only if there is an automorphism ψ ∈ Aut(O, ◇, n) such that ψ ○ φ ○ τe ○ (ψ ○
φ)−1 = τ f , if and only if there is an isomorphism ϕ∶ (O, ⋅ , n) → (O, ◇, n) such that
ϕ ○ τe = τ f ○ ϕ. In this case, for any x , y ∈ O,
ϕ(x ∗ y) = ϕ( τe(n(e , x)e − x) ⋅ τ2e(n(e , y)e − y))= τ f (n( f , ϕ(x)) f − ϕ(x)) ◇ τ2f (n( f , ϕ(y)) − ϕ(y))= ϕ(x) ∗ ϕ(y),
so ϕ ∈ Aut(O, ∗, n), and ϕ(e) = f .
Conversely, if ϕ ∈ Aut(O, ∗, n) and ϕ(e) = f , then ϕ ○ τe = τ f ○ ϕ, and ϕ is also an
isomorphism (O, ⋅ , n)→ (O, ◇, n).
By [Eld97], if an Okubo algebra (O, ∗, n) over a ûeld F of characteristic 3 contains
an idempotent, then either it is the split one (and thishappens if and only if g(O) = F3,
where g∶O→ F is the semilinearmap given by g(x) = n(x , x∗x) as in (6.2)), or g(O)
is a cubic (purely inseparable) ûeld extension of F3; i.e., there is α ∈ F ∖ F3 such that
g(O) = F3(α). In the latter case, two such algebras are isomorphic if and only if
g(O1) = g(O2).
Proposition 8.3 Let (C, ⋅ , n) be the split Cayley algebra over a ûeld F of character-
istic 3, let K be a quadratic étale subalgebra, and a ∈ K an element of norm 1 as in
Example 6.6. Consider the Petersson algebra CτK,a . _en g(CτK,a) = F3(a + a) (the
subûeld of F generated by F3 and a + a).
Proof As in Example 6.6, C = K ⊕ K ⋅ w1 ⊕ K ⋅ w2 ⊕ K ⋅ w3, with W = K⊥ =
K ⋅ w1 ⊕ K ⋅ w2 ⊕ K ⋅ w3, σ(w i ,w i) = 0, σ(w i ,w j) = −1, for 1 ≤ i /= j ≤ 3, and
Φ(w1 ,w2 ,w3) = a. _e automorphism τ = τK,a restricts to the identity on K and
satisûes τ(w i) = w i+1 (indices modulo 3). Take k ∈Kwith n(1, k) = 0 /= n(k), so that
K = F1⊕ Fk.
Since g(x) = n(x , x ∗ x) is semilinear and τ-invariant, g(CτK,a) = F3 + g(K ⋅w1),
and it is enough to compute g(w1) and g(k ⋅w1). From
σ(w i ,w2 ×w3) = Φ(w i ,w2 ,w3) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩0 if i = 2, 3,a if i = 1,
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we obtain w2 ×w3 = a ⋅ (w2 +w3 −w1), so
w1 ∗w1 = τ(w1) ⋅ τ2(w1) = w2 ⋅w3 = −σ(w2 ,w3) +w2 ×w3 = 1 + a ⋅ (w2 +w3 −w1).
Also, n(K,W) = 0 and n(x , y) = σ(x , y) + σ(y, x) = σ(x , y) + σ(x , y) for any
x , y ∈W. Hence, for any b ∈K,
g(b ⋅w1) = n(b ⋅w1 , (b ⋅w1) ∗ (b ⋅w1)) = n(b ⋅w1 , τ(b ⋅w1) ⋅ τ2(b ⋅w1))= n(b ⋅w1 , τ(b ⋅w1) ⋅ τ2(b ⋅w1)) = n(b ⋅w1 , (b ⋅w2) × (b ⋅w3))= n(b ⋅w1 , b⋅2 ⋅ a ⋅ (w2 +w3 −w1))
= σ(b ⋅w1 , b⋅2a ⋅ (w2 +w3 −w1)) + σ(b ⋅w1 , b⋅2a ⋅ (w2 +w3 −w1))= −b⋅3 ⋅ a − b⋅3 ⋅ a + (−b⋅3 ⋅ a − b⋅3 ⋅ a) = b⋅3 ⋅ a + b⋅3 ⋅ a.
Specializing b to 1 and k gives
g(w1) = a + a, g(k ⋅w1) = −n(k)(k ⋅ a + k ⋅ a).
But a = α + βk, α, β ∈ F, with α2 + β2n(k) = 1, so a + a = −α, k ⋅ a + k ⋅ a = −βk⋅2 =
βn(k), and− n(k)(k ⋅ a + k ⋅ a)= −βn(k)2
= ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0 if β = 0, so that α = ±1 ∈ F3,−1
β3 (β2n(k)) 2 = −1β3 (1 − α2)2 ∈ F3(α) otherwise.
Hence, g(k ⋅w1) ∈ F3(a + a), as required.
Corollary 8.4 _e Petersson algebra CτK,a is the split Okubo algebra if and only if
a ∈K⋅3.
Proof We have g(CτK,a) = F3 if and only if a + a ∈ F3. But with a = α + βk as
in the proof of Proposition 8.3, a ∈ K⋅3 if and only if α = −(a + a) ∈ F3. Indeed, if
a = (µ+νk)⋅3 = µ3−n(k)ν3k, then−(a+a) = α = µ3. And conversely, if α = µ3, then
β2n(k) = 1−α2 = 1−µ6 = (1−µ2)3 ∈ F3, and either β = 0 or βk = − 1β2n(k)(βk)⋅3 ∈K⋅3.
Hence both α and βk are inK⋅3, so a ∈K⋅3.
_erefore, the situation for idempotents in Okubo algebras over ûelds of charac-
teristic 3 is now almost settled. Only a couple of things remain to be checked.
_eorem 8.5 Let (O, ∗, n) be an Okubo algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic 3.
(i) If dimF3 g(O) = 8, then (O, ∗, n) contains no idempotents.
(ii) If dimF3 g(O) = 3, (O, ∗, n) contains a unique quadratic idempotent for each class[K, a] with a /∈K⋅3 and g(O) = F3(a + a).
(iii) If (O, ∗, n) is the split Okubo algebra, then it contains:
(a) a unique quaternionic idempotent,
(b) a conjugacy class of quadratic idempotents for each isomorphism class of qua-
dratic étale algebras,
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(c) a unique conjugacy class of singular idempotents.
Proof _e uniqueness of the conjugacy class of singular idempotents in the split
Okubo algebra needs to be proved, but if e and f are two such idempotents, using
the notation in the proof of Proposition 8.2, τe is the unique, up to conjugacy, or-
der 3 automorphism of (O, ⋅ , n) in _eorem 6.3(iv), and the same happens for τ f in
Aut(O, ◇, n). _en there is an isomorphism φ∶ (O, ⋅ , n) → (O, ◇, n) with φ ○ τe =
τ f ○ φ, and, as in the proof of 8.2, φ is an automorphism of (O, ∗, n) and φ(e) = f .
Also, if dimF3 g(O) = 3, only quadratic idempotents exist (see Corollary 6.5),
and there exists a conjugacy class of quadratic idempotents for each class [K, a] with
a /∈ K⋅3 and g(O) = F3(a + a). It remains to show that these conjugacy classes are
singletons, in other words, that the idempotents are ûxed by automorphisms in this
case. Note ûrst that here F is not perfect, and hence it is inûnite. Let e be a quadratic
idempotent, let (O, ⋅ , n) be the Cayley algebrawhere x ⋅y = (e∗x)∗(y∗e) as in (2.4),
and let G = Aut(O, ⋅ , n). _e automorphism group Aut(O, ∗, n) contains the group
of rational points ofCentG(τ) = StabAut(O,∗,n)(e). But the arguments in the proof of
[Eld99, _eorem 13] show that the matrix group Aut(O, ∗, n) is a four-dimensional
unipotent aõne algebraic group over F in the sense of [Wat79, Chapter 4], and it is
isomorphic, as an algebraic set, to the aõne space of dimension 4 (i.e., its coordinate
ring is isomorphic to the ring of polynomials in four variables over F). However,with
thenotation in_eorem 7.5,CentG(τ)(F) contains the closed subgroupK(F)×N(F),
isomorphic to G4a(F). By dimension count, Aut(O, ∗, n) = K(F) ×N(F), and hence
e is ûxed by any automorphism.
Remark 8.6 In the case of dimF3 g(O) = 3 in _eorem 8.5, the arguments in
the proof show that Aut(O, ∗, n) coincides with the group of rational points of(K ⋊ µ3[K]) ×N in _eorem 7.5, but then this gives
Aut(O, ∗, n) = ((K ⋊ µ3[K]) ×N)(F) = H(F),
and this shows that the projection H → C2 is not surjective on rational points. In
particular, the short exact sequence in _eorem 7.5 does not split.
_eorem 8.5 shows, in particular, that over an algebraically closed ûeld of char-
acteristic 3, the Okubo algebra contains a unique quaternionic idempotent, a unique
conjugacy class of quadratic idempotents, and a unique conjugacy class of singular
idempotents. _is was proved in [Eld15].
_e singular idempotents of the split Okubo algebra are strongly connected with
the quaternionic idempotent.
Proposition 8.7 Let (O, ∗, n) be the splitOkubo algebra over a ûeldF of characteristic
3, and let e be its quaternionic idempotent.
(i) _e set of singular idempotents is given by:
{singular idempotents of (O, ∗, n)} ={e + x ∶ 0 /= x ∈ Cent(O,∗,n)(e) ∩Cent(O,∗,n)(e)⊥}.
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(ii) _e set of idempotents is:{idempotents of (O, ∗, n)} = {e + x ∶ x ∈ Cent(O,∗,n)(e), x ∗ x = 0}.
Proof Let τ be the order 3 automorphism in (2.3) attached to the quaternionic idem-
potent e, and let (O, ⋅ , n) be the associated Cayley algebra, with unity 1 = e, and with
multiplication given by x ⋅ y = (e ∗ x) ∗ (y ∗ e), so that x ∗ y = τ(x) ⋅ τ2(y), for any
x , y ∈ O.
By _eorem 6.3(i), there is a canonical basis {e1 , e2 , u1 , u2 , u3 , v1 , v2 , v3} of(O, ⋅ , n) such that
τ(u i) = u i , i = 1, 2, τ(u3) = u3 + u2 .
_e proof of_eorem 6.3 also shows that Fix(τ) = span{e1 , e2 , u1 , u2 , v1 , v3}, so that
R ∶= Cent(O,∗,n)(e)∩Cent(O,∗,n)(e)⊥ = Fu2+Fv3. We haveR⋅R = 0 so thatR∗R = 0
as well, and hence, for any x ∈ R,(1 + x) ∗ (1 + x) = τ(1 + x) ⋅ τ2(1 + x) = (1 − x) ⋅ (1 − x) = 1 − 2x = 1 + x ,
and 1 + x = e + x is an idempotent. If x /= 0, this idempotent is not the quaternionic
idempotent, and hence to check that this is a singular idempotent, it is enough to ûnd
a three-dimensional totally isotropic subspace, orthogonal to e, in its centralizer. But
x = αu2 + βv3, with α, β ∈ F. If α /= 0 = β, then span{u2 , v3 , v1} is contained in the
centralizer of e + x, if α = 0 /= β, then span{u2 , v3 , u1} works, and if α /= 0 /= β, then
span{u2 , v3 , (e1 − e2) + α−1βu1 + αβ−1v1} does the job.
Conversely, if now f is a singular idempotent, and τ′ is the associated order 3 au-
tomorphism given by τ′(x) = f ∗ ( f ∗ x) for any x ∈ O, the proof of _eorem 6.3
shows that there is a canonical basis {e1 , e2 , u1 , u2 , u3 , v1 , v2 , v3} of (O, ◇, n), where
x ◇ y = ( f ∗ x) ∗ (y ∗ f ) for any x , y such that
τ′(u i) = u i , i = 1, 2, τ′(u3) = u3 − (e1 − e2) + u2 + v3 ,
and it also shows that e = 1 − v3 = f − v3 is the quaternionic idempotent of (O, ∗, n),
and that Cent(O,∗,n)(e) equals span{e1 , e2 , u1 , u2 , v1 , v3} so that f = e + v3, and v3 ∈
Cent(O,∗,n)(e) ∩Cent(O,∗,n)(e)⊥. _is proves the ûrst part.
Now, for any x ∈ Cent(O,∗,n)(e), Proposition 2.6 shows that τ(x) = e ∗(e ∗ x) = x
and e ∗ x = x ∗ e = n(e , x)e − x. If x ∗ x = 0, then 0 = x ∗ x = x ⋅2, so that x ⋅2 = 0 and
n(x) = 0 = n(x , e). Hence, e∗x = x ∗ e = −x and (e+x)∗(e+x) = e+ e∗x+x ∗ e =
e − 2x = e + x.
Conversely, singular idempotents are of this form by the ûrst part of the proposi-
tion, so it is enough to show that quadratic idempotents are of this form too, and to do
that we can extend scalars and assume that F is algebraically closed. Let us ûrst prove
that any idempotent is contained in Cent(O,∗,n)(e). Since all quadratic idempotents
are conjugate (by our assumption on F and_eorem 8.5), and since Cent(O,∗,n)(e) is
invariant under automorphisms (because so is the unique quaternionic idempotent
e), it is enough to show thatCent(O,∗,n)(e) contains a quadratic idempotent. With the
notation in _eorem 6.3(i), the element 1 + u1 is an idempotent and it is nonsingular
as u1 /∈ Cent(O,∗,n)(e)⊥.
Now, if 0 ≠ f ∈ Cent(O,∗,n)(e) is an idempotent, f ∈ Cent(O,∗,n)(e), so f =
a + b with a ∈ Q = span{e1 , e2 , u1 , v1} and b ∈ Cent(O,∗,n)(e) ∩ Cent(O,∗,n)(e)⊥ =
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span{u2 , v3}. _en a ∗ a = a, so by the proof of Corollary 4.4, (a − 1)⋅2 = 0, and
f = 1 + c = e + c, with c = (a − 1) + b. Moreover, n(c) = 0 = n(1, c), so c⋅2 = 0 and
c ∗ c = c⋅2 = 0, as required.
Finally, if a non-splitOkubo algebra (O, ∗, n) over a ûeld F of characteristic 3 con-
tains idempotents, then dimF3 g(O) = 3 and all the idempotents are quadratic. In this
case, any idempotent determines all the idempotents.
Proposition 8.8 Let (O, ∗, n) be an Okubo algebra over a ûeld F of characteristic 3
with dimF3 g(O) = 3, and let e be an idempotent. _en the set of idempotents is given
by: {idempotents of (O, ∗, n)} = { e + x ∶ x ∈ rad(Cent(O,∗,n)(e))} .
Proof Let (O, ⋅ , n) be the Cayley algebra where x ⋅ y = (e ∗ x) ∗ (y ∗ e) as in
(2.4), where 1 = e. _e proof of _eorem 8.5 shows that any idempotent is ûxed by
Aut(O, ∗, n) = K(F)×N(F). By_eorems 6.7 and 7.5,O =K⊕K ⋅w1⊕K ⋅w2⊕K ⋅w3
as in Example 6.6, and the automorphism τ∶ x ↦ e ∗ (e ∗ x) ûxes elementwise the
quadratic étale algebraK andpermutes cyclically thew i ’s. _en,withw = w1+w2+w3,
we have Cent(O,∗,n)(e) =K⊕K ⋅w and
Fix(Aut(O, ∗, n)) = Fix(K(F)) ∩ Fix(N(F))= Fix(K(F)) ∩ (K⊕K ⋅w)= F1⊕K ⋅w = F1⊕ rad(Cent(O,∗,n)(e)) .
Any idempotent in F1⊕ rad(Cent(O,∗,n)(e)) projects into an idempotent in F1, and
hence it is of the form e + x, with x ∈ rad(Cent(O,∗,n)(e)). Conversely, any element
of the form e+x with x ∈ rad(Cent(O,∗,n)(e)) satisûes (e+x)∗2 = e∗2+ e∗x+x∗ e =
e − 2x = e + x.
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